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FROM THE

PRESIDENT
Dear Alumni and Friends:
As we end another academic year, I am happy to report that this past fall and spring
was one of the most exciting and challenging times ever at the University of Memphis.
Our enrollment climbed to 21,500, an increase of more than 1,200 students over the
previous year. We now have the largest enrollment at the University since 1986, and
early indications are that we will again see an increase in Fall 2010. Enhanced recruiting
efforts by our Vice Provost of Enrollment Services, Betty Huff, in conjunction with
marketing efforts led by our Associate Vice President of Marketing, Linda Bonnin, have
played a major role in our surging numbers.
Recently released statistics also show that the University of Memphis once again
has one of the safest campuses in the state. We had the fewest incidents per 1,000
students of the 10 largest schools in Tennessee. Police Services Director Bruce Harber
and our campus police are ever vigilant in patrolling our University to ensure the safety
of each student.
We ushered in a new era of student life in March with the opening of the University
Center. The building has a high-tech feel to it, but also possesses a warm and
welcoming atmosphere. The facility houses a 24-hour study lab, ballroom, conference
areas, technology center and several dining options, among other amenities. It already
has become the hub of campus life and demonstrates our commitment to the social
and academic needs of our most valuable asset, our students.
Our researchers and students are also soaring to new heights. Center for Earthquake
and Research and Information Professor Robert Smalley was dispatched to Chile after
the massive temblor struck the South American country in late February. Smalley's
expertise will be drawn upon to study how we can better anticipate and prepare for
future earthquakes. During spring break, our School of Audiology and Speech-Language
Pathology joined our Loewenberg School of Nursing on a mission trip to the Dominican
Republic to provide assistance to a school for impoverished, hearing-impaired children.
Closer to home, a University of Memphis researcher, a concerned alumnus and an
Olympian and soon-to-be student are the most recent examples of our commitment to
making our community a better place in which to live. Psychology professor Jim Whelan
alumna Susan Helms (BPS '89, MALS '04) and 2008 Olympic swimmer Gil Stovall
have joined other concerned citizens in the community to first study, then implement
a solution to a major problem: several children have drowned in pools in Memphis the
past few summers (see story, page 32). The program teaches minority children to swi
and could ultimately save lives.
I would be remiss in not taking time to express the University's sympathy to the
family of Dr. Benjamin L. Hooks, who passed away in April. We are privileged to have
the Benjamin Hooks Institute at the University of Memphis. We promise to keep alive
the legacy of this giant of a man and civil rights leader and to provide a place where
scholars can study his papers and great works.
Thank you for your support of the University as we embrace our motto of Dreamers
Thinkers and Doers.
The new University Center opened with a bang in early March. On hand for the official ribbon-cutting ceremony were several dignitaries: (from left)
SGA President James Johnson, All-Greek Programming Board President Beth Golden, U of M President Shirley Raines, SAC President Kyndra Outlaw,
Student Affairs Vice President Rosie Phillips Bingham and UC Director Bob Barnett. The facility is another great reason for alumni to visit campus.
The building offers a ballroom, several restaurants, 24-hour technology hub, conference rooms, U.S. Post Office and office space. With its sleek yet
efficient architectural design, it quickly became the center of student life and a facility that the U of M can be proud of. It meets both the social and
learning needs of students with its high-tech amenities.

POSTMASTER: Send address changes to Alumni &
Development Office, The University of Memphis,
120 Alumni Center, Memphis, TN 38152-3760.
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A purr-fect life: A history of the U of M mascot

Real life drama: Nursing student saves actor's life
It wasn't exactly Shakespeare's All's Well That Ends Well, but the

In 1912, the West Tennessee Normal School, a predecessor of the

story did have a perfect ending.

University of Memphis, was founded. The student body chose blue
and gray for the school colors to represent the reunion of the North

In early February, up-and-coming Broadway star Jordan Nichols

and South in the wake of the Civil War. Although they chose colors

was in town rehearsing for his part in the stage production of Pippin

for their new school, the students did not pick a mascot for their

when he was cast into an unexpected role: the young actor had

sports teams. In early years, the University's teams were known as the

a near-death experience after he collapsed at The Blue Monkey

"blue and gray warriors" by local newspaper columnists. They were

restaurant in Midtown. Fortunately, U of M Loewenberg School of

also referred to as "the teachers" and "the tutors" since the school's

Nursing student Tara Miller was around to play more than just a

primary function for its first 30 years was to train teachers for the

supporting role.

public school system.

Miller, who works at the restaurant, had just gone off duty when

After the final game of the 1914 football season, there was a

she heard what she thought was a bar stool fall over.

parade and the students began to shout, "We fight like tigers." Shortly

"I heard the thump. It was just behind me and I saw that it

thereafter, student publications began to refer to the teams and the

was Jordan and I called his name and he did not respond," said

student body as the Tigers. In 1924, the school's football coach,

Miller, a second semester student. "I immediately went down and

Lester Barnard, adopted the motto "Every man a tiger" to inspire his

checked for a pulse. I asked his friends who knew him better if he

team to success and the student body to support them. His efforts

has diabetes or could be suffering from a seizure - you are not

employee Rick Wade) and my manager at the restaurant then

paid off with a nearly undefeated season. However, the tiger was not

supposed to do CPR on a person who is having a seizure.

started helping me and we took turns with the pushing and

officially adopted as the mascot until 1939, and so the teams were

"I then began CPR. I checked his airway, no vomit or anything,

still referred to as "the teachers" or "the tutors" in the press.

Tara Miller

breathing on him."
continued on page 36

and started the breathing and chest compressions. A pilot (FedEx

Pouncer goes live
Slightly more than two decades after the tiger was officially
adopted as mascot, alumnus J. Wayne Johnson created the student
mascot Pouncer. Although the University purchased the body for the
original costume, Johnson had to use his own funds to purchase

work of acquiring a live mascot. In 1972, the group purchased an

the head for the outfit. Pouncer was officially made a part of the

8-week-old Bengal tiger from a zoo in the North. The tiger was

cheerleading squad in 1961. Visit http://www.memphis.edu/

transported to Memphis and officially gifted to the University at a

magazinearchive/v30i1/feat4.html for more on the students who

football game on November 11, 1972, at the Liberty Bowl. The tiger's

have portrayed Pouncer.

name TOM, which stands for Tigers of Memphis, was chosen through

TOM: the U of M's Bengal tiger
Shortly after Johnson created Pouncer, members of the student body
became interested in acquiring a live animal mascot. In November
1962, the Cub Club officially became a student group and lobbied to
acquire a live mascot After a year, the Cub Club was disbanded and its
functions were taken over by the Promotion Committee of the Student
Government Association (SGA).
The SGA proposed that the administration should buy a Bengal
tiger from the Memphis Zoo. Some students wanted to house the
tiger on campus, but the administration was hesitant because of safety
concerns. A plan to purchase a tiger and house it at the Memphis Zoo
was put on hold.
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IF ANY OF THESE APPLY TO YOU,
PLEASE LET US KNOW.

At that point, the booster club Highland Hundred took over the

I am privileged to work with many generous and
visionary donors who have included the University
of Memphis in their estate plans.
Those who make such a commitment are eligible
for membership in the Columns Society.

a naming contest. Through most of his life, TOM was housed at the

Becoming a member can be as simple as adding
a codicil to your will or making the University

Memphis Zoo. TOM was replaced in 1991 by TOM II because of

a beneficiary of your retirement plan. There are
even planned gifts that will provide you with an

failing health. TOM died in 1992.
Unlike his predecessor, TOM II lived at a private animal facility in

income stream for life.

Collierville. The current live mascot, TOM III, officially started his duties

If you can check any of the boxes to the left or if
you would like information on how to include the

in 2008. — by Frances Breland

U of M in your plans, please contact me.

Thanks to Lindsey Bray for her assistance in collecting research

Let us work with you so you can make a gift that

material for this article.

will impact generations.

Help us celebrate our centennial!
Please share your photographs, mementos and
memories by contacting Dr. Janann Sherman,
Department of History, at 901/678-2515.
THE UNIVERSITY OF M E M P H I S

For more information
on how to make a gift
or to let us know your
intentions, contact:

SPRING 2010

Dan H. Murrell, CFRE
Director of Planned Giving
Phone 901.678.2732
Email dan.murrell@memphis.edu
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Professor's book
climbs best-seller list

All that jazz — and then some

facebook

a summer to remember.

Rebecca Skloot,

University of Memphis senior David Parks, a 22-year-old jazz

assistant professor of

You Tube

English in the College
of Arts & Sciences,
landed on The New

FedExForum July 31.

book, The Immortal Life
of Henrietta Lacks. The

THE UNIVERSITY OF

book has reached as
high as second on the
Times' nonfiction list,
and third on Amazon's

consent in 1951. Six months later, she died. Her cells, known
as HeLa, are considered the foundation of modem science and
provided breakthroughs in the polio vaccine, chemotherapy, cloning

MEMPHIS
Dreamers. Thinkers. Doers.

and Kelly, The Wendy Williams Show and Dancing with the Stars.

wvwv.memphis.edu

'Touring with international artists of Kingston's status is a huge

laboratory.
Skloot, director of the River City Writers Series, is on a four-month
book tour. She has been featured on NPR and in The New York
Times Book Review, Washington Post Book World, Time and Vogue.
"I knew two years ago that this would be a best seller," said
Richard Bausch, Moss Chair of Excellence in the English department.
"Two reasons: the subject is important and is obviously strong
material; it would sell well enough even in the hands of an ordinary
writer. In the hands of a gifted writer like Becca, it simply could not
miss best-sellerdom — tremendous subject wedded to wonderful
writing. Also, she came in here and lighted this place up. She

"The Delta — Everythin
Southern!" conference
returns to U of M

form or other, and even though David and Sean are not that
different in age, Sean has the experience to bring David to the
next level. In addition, the exposure is tremendous: television
appearances, huge performance venues with audiences up to
30,000. The possibilities for his future are limitless."

The popular "The Delta — Everything Southern!" conference is

his Band launched the young bass player into the international

returning to the University of Memphis June 3 at the Fogelman

spotlight. Parks spent three months living in a mansion in Los

Executive Center.

Angeles with other musicians who were vying for a spot in Sean

The conference begins at 8:15 a.m. with remarks by U of M
President Shirley Raines and is followed by an impressive list of

"It was an exhausting experience," Parks said. "There are cameras

experts on the history, life and culture of the Delta: Gene Dattel

everywhere, every day, all day. When you are sleeping, there are
cameras. You are competing with 20 or 30 other musicians who are

"Lost Plantations of the Delta"; Martha Foose, "Delta Cuisine"; Willy

after the same thing."

Bearden, "The Delta Today"; Joyce Cobb, "Delta Blues and its Globa i
Influences"; Sam Brookes, "Archaeological History of the Delta, Part
II"; Luther Capooth, "Hunting Clubs of the Delta"; and Benjy Nelken
"Greenville: Yesterday and Today."
"The atmosphere is relaxed and interactive with plenty of time for

program. We had a terrific year of visits from Pulitzer Prize winners

will leave with a new appreciation of the sights, sounds, history and

and literary best sellers, and publications from students. And she

influence of this fascinating region."
Visit http://www.memphis.edu/deltaconference for registration
information and other details on the conference.

Parks became a finalist, but didn't win the overall prize of joining
Combs' tour.
But then came the unexpected — Parks received a call a week
later from Kingston's producer inviting him to tour with the pop star
the next three months.
"I was in rehearsals the following Monday. It is quick. If you are
not available, they will move to the next person. It is a dog-eat-dog
world when it comes to musicians.
"The show gave me a lot of exposure. People knew my name.
For someone who didn't go my route, it can take years to get on a

6
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David Parks

Combs' band.

presents "Cotton and Race in the Making of America"; Mark Matrana

discussion," said conference chair Willy Bearden. "Those who attend

here. She's a blazing talenL" — by Sara Hoover

Goodwin. "Every major artist has a start under a mentor in some

In the summer of 2009, a spot on the MTV reality show Making

worked herself to near exhaustion for the students here and for the

attracted very talented students — they came here because she was

of 2009. He also performed with Kingston on the Today Show, Regis

opportunity," said Parks' mentor, U of M music professor Tim

and in vitro fertilization. They also launched a multibillion-dollar
industry, being the only human cells to survive indefinitely in a

For Parks, it will be his second tour with Kingston: he played
London, Bahrain, Toronto, the Virgin Islands and other venues in fall

best-seller list

farmer whose tumor-filled cervical cells were taken without her

double-star billing of reggae pop artist Sean Kingston and teen

his belt, "Beautiful Girls." The worldwide circuit includes a stop at

weeks with her debut

bioethics. Henrietta Lacks was an impoverished, black tobacco

promises to be one of the hot-ticket concert tours of the year, a

tour for Kingston, a multi-platinum artist with one No. 1 hit under

list for nine straight

The book is about the Lacks family, innovations in science and

studies major in the Rudi E. Scheldt School of Music, will join what

singing sensation Justin Bieber. Parks will play bass on the 50-city

York Times best-seller

Rebecca Skloot

For even the most experienced musician, this gig would make for

SPRING 2010

big tour. Some people are 40 or 50 and haven't done some of the
things I have been able to do."
Goodwin says he is not surprised by Parks' success.
"David has a natural talent for playing the bass. His sense of
rhythm and harmony is of a very high level.
"My relationship with David is very similar to that of a coach with
a talented athlete. I primarily guide his path of development while
keeping and adding to the natural gifts he has."
Parks said coming out of Overton High School in Memphis, he
had won multiple awards for his musical talent and self-admittedly
was "cocky."
"I won't lie, I had an ego coming from Overton. I got a big
wake-up call. Goodwin is good at taking you where you are, stripping
continued on page 36
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Benjamin wins USGA tourney
and a spot in the Masters

Briefs
'««Coach Melissa McFerriris

Former U of M golfer Brad Benjamin
(BBA '09) won the U.S. Amateur Public
Links golf championship this past July,
which qualified him to play in the Masters
Tournament in Augusta, Ga., in April.
He is only the third Tiger to have won a

FedEx delivers a home run

USGA championship.
Benjamin shot a 77 in the first two
rounds of the Masters and missed playing
the weekend by only a few strokes. The

The University of Memphis Tigers

top 48 golfers made the cut; Benjamin

baseball team is enjoying a new season in

finished 64th overall at Augusta.

this facility would have on recruiting."
In previous years, the Tiger baseball

a new home. The Tigers welcomed Middle

team shared facilities on the Park Avenue

While at the U of M, Benjamin was

Tennessee State inside the friendly con

Campus with the soccer, football, softball

C-USA All Tournament and C-USA All

fines of FedExPark on the Park Avenue

and track teams. With so many squads

Academic for two years.

Campus opening day in February to begin

sharing one facility, time had to be split

a new era of Tiger baseball.

and reserved for teams wanting to use the

Benjamin, seeded sixth, beat out the
No. 1 ranked amateur in the world, Nick

FedExPark is the result of a $3 mil

Taylor, at the USGA tourney.
"I always knew he had the game to do

weight room, indoor turf room and train

lion project funded by FedEx Corp.

ing rooms. The completion of FedExPark

The construction redesigned the former

allows the baseball team to use their

it. He's very, very talented," said U of M

Nat Buring Stadium that served as the

practice facility anytime throughout the

golf coach Grant Robbins (BBA '94, MS

Tigers' home for baseball since 1972.

year. Many players feel they will reap the

'97). "He came kind of out of nowhere

Construction on the project began in

benefits of the new stadium.

as far as what the average golf fan would

February 2009, forcing the Tigers to play

see. He just had that sense going into the
last round that the hard work he did — he

Brad Benjamin is the third U of M Tiger to win a USGA tournament.

wasn't going to let the opportunity slip
away."
Benjamin credits the U of M program
with helping prepare him and also his
former teammate, Jeff Hall, who caddied
for him at the USGA and Masters.
"It happened so fast that when you're
sitting there getting ready to accept the

"I went to sleep every night thinking to

to have our own practice facility," said

in downtown Memphis and USA Stadium

sophomore pitcher Heith Hatfield. "Being

in Millington, Tenn.

able to come in and practice whenever we

"Our dream has become a reality,"

want is the best thing for our team."

Public. We think that speaks well of our

said head coach Daron Schoenrock in

he said.

program."

referring to the completion of the new

shares Hatfield's opinion and believes the

facility. "After playing basically our

biggest impact will be on recruiting.

Benjamin welcomed the opportunity to

Benjamin's next steps include taking

see how he compared to the professionals

advantage of his recent wins, playing in

whole season in Millington, it is great to

at the Masters.

elite amateur events and turning pro.

be back home in Memphis."

"Being able to compare myself to them
or learn from them is the biggest thing."

can't believe it," said the 23-year-old

Benjamin's appearance is great for the

at a loss for words. I always knew I was

their 2009 home games in AutoZone Park

myself, I can't believe what's happening,"

trophy and give a speech, you almost
Rockford, 111., native. "I was pretty much

what he did winning the U.S. Amateur

"I think it is a tremendous advantage

U of M as well.
"It's huge. It's more exposure for us,

"I was actually planning on playing

In addition to the new scoreboard,

Redshirt freshman Michael Wills

"Now we have a nice facility to practice
and play in. It shows that our program
is growing and I believe the team can

pro right now, but my plans were delayed

which was added in 2008, the renova

because of the Masters. I'm happy they

tions include new locker rooms, coaches'

The Park Avenue Campus of the U of M

were delayed," said Benjamin.

offices, a players' lounge, dugouts, indoor

is undergoing a facelift. Over the past two

practice facility and the new grandstand.

years, a new softball stadium, golf prac

"I also won the Illinois Open last

greatly benefit from it," he said.

capable of something like that, and bigger

and it just shows the development of

summer. Winning those two tournaments

and better things are still ahead."

players here," said Robbins. "A player

has opened up a lot of doors. I am really

drawing up the plans for construction,"

field have been built. Now with the new

that just graduated the summer after

excited about what the future holds."

said Schoenrock. "First, we wanted to

FedExPark completed, the U of M base

have an impact on player development.

ball program can go no other direction

Second, we wanted to focus on the impact

than up. — by Brennan Somers

Benjamin says his USGA finish was a
surprise to himself.
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his career here, goes and accomplishes

— by Sara Hoover
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"We had two main goals in mind when
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tice facility and an artificial turf football

women's basketball team experienced
a remarkable turnaround from the
past few seasons with a 20-14 record
and finals appearance in the Women's
Basketball Invitational. The Tigers
improved over last year's 12-18 mark,
and their 20 victories were the most
since the 2004-05 season. Sophomore
guard Brittany Carter was named to
the First Team All Conference-USA
squad while also being tabbed C-USA
Newcomer of the Year. She scored 49
points in a win over Sacramento State
earlier in the year - a U of M (men's or
women's) single-game scoring record.
Steffen Nerdal captured his third
All America honor in the weight throw
after finishing second at the NCAA
Indoor Track and Field Championships
in March. He was also a bright spot in
an otherwise bleak performance by
the men's and women's teams at the
C-USA indoor championships, taking
first place in the weight throw as the
men finished fifth of seven teams and
the women 11 of 12 squads.

Former Tiger distance runner
Derek Nakluski captured the

Germantown Half-Marathon in 1:07
flat in March to continue a string
of impressive performances. The
Canadian, who ran for Memphis in the
early 2000s, also posted a 14:06 5k in
Belgium last summer, and ultimately is
shooting for the 2012 Olympics.
It was not collegiate soccer season,
but Coach Richie Grant's men's squad
played before a record crowd of 1,584 at
Mike Rose Stadium in an exhibition match
against Ireland's Colaiste Ide that raised
about $3,000 for the American Red Cross
relief efforts in Haiti. "Our supporters did
not let us down tonight. I thought it was a
great match. I am just very pleased to be
able to contribute to the Red Cross and
their efforts," said Grant.

For the latest in Tiger
and Lady Tiger sports, visit

http://gotigersgo.com
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Page 10: Greenberg and Ogle in the old
forest of Overton Park. Left, an early map of
the Evergreen subdivision, which included
Overton Park; Ogle and Greenberg near the
park's Lick Creek. Photos by Lindsey Lissau.

In the green zone

boardwalk don't include the under-story,

Despite having one of the greenest thumbs on campus, Karyl

which is valuable to the overall health of

Buddington doesn't really see herself as a gardener: "I feel like

a forest.

we are all responsible for taking care of the environment," says

Even with the boardwalk, both want the

Buddington, the U of M's Animal Care Facility director.

fence to come down.

So much so that Buddington initiated a garden project that has

"We don't think anyone should have to

proven to be — no pun intended — wildly popular. Last summer,

pay admission to go to the forest," says

tomatoes, strawberries, sunflowers, peppers and dozens of other

Greenberg. "This is all publicly owned

herbs sprouted on campus, opening up a sort of farmer's market at

land. I don't care if I am 80,1 am going to

50

&\

the University.
Buddington's effort is one of many initiatives that have
blossomed ever since University President Shirley Raines signed the
progressive American College and University Presidents' Climate

keep fighting to get that fence down."
The history of Overton Park, which dates
to 1901, is noteworthy in itself, says Ogle.
"One of the most famous landscape archi
tects in the history of this country, George

Commitment two years ago, pledging a more sustainable campus.
New recycling programs, "green" building projects and efforts by the

Kessler, designed this park and Overton's

University's Police Services are among many innovative ideas put

Greensward, which is the only 'open play'

forth to make the campus more sustainable.

field in Memphis to have its own name. Its
pedigree is Central Park in New York. The

'The novel concept of our garden is that it is all free," says

golf course is the second oldest municipal

Buddington of the project, dubbed TIGuRS. "We will give whatever

golf course in the country. Brooks Museum

we produce to whoever wants it if they can use it."

came in 1916, the golf house in 1926,

Education, she says, is a big part of the project.

Overton Park Shell in 1936."

"We wanted to show our campus and our community that just
because we are in an urban setting doesn't mean we can't grow a
good part of the food that we eat."
Associate professor Terra Smith's dietetics class incorporated the

Ogle also points out that Overton's old
The garden is 100 percent organic. The campus landscape

forest is an ever-changing landscape, a

department, biology and health and sport sciences have contributed

sort of rotating exhibit in itself.

to the garden.

"If you come for a hike, you should come

concept of the garden, located near the Elma Roane Fieldhouse,

in all four seasons. The forest changes in

into its curriculum by using harvested herbs to prepare recipes.

some way every two or three weeks."

Campus School kids have learned gardening skills and the value of
growing their own food.
"People who have gardens eat a lot of vegetables and tend to eat
healthier," says Buddington. "With the problem of obesity, a lot of
that is because people don't control their diets anymore. The garden
is an excellent way to have things that allow them to eat better."
Fruit trees will be introduced this year along with another
progressive concept.
"We are going to add ethnic beds — culturally centered beds. As
a university, we have a diverse population. One of the things that
make people feel more at home is if they have things they can
cook with that they would have in their native country. We are going
to put in a salsa bed, another bed that features Asian herbs and
vegetables and several others."

Green fees

He believes the zoo should concentrate

University students played a major role in getting the U of M's

on exhibits that don't encroach on the

sustainability efforts rolling by initiating and pushing through the

continued from page 7 7

Sustainable Campus Green Fee, which provides $360,000 per year

the park, and protect it in its entirety —

Tennessee Natural Heritage Program Rare

something that is important for the whole

Plant List. He estimates many of the larger

some older buildings that need to be

forest to survive, the Sierra Club says.

trees are 200 years or older.

redone now instead of coming out into the

to campus projects.
"Myself and others initiated the Green Fee because we wanted

old -growth forest.
"The zoo could go back in and redo

"It recognizes the forest for its value

Besides the abundance of plants and

environmental leader for the Memphis community," says Erica

and it develops a management plan. It is

trees, hawks, owls and hundreds of other

forest."
Ogle ended with what he says he hopes

Christensen, a double major in political science and international

not restrictive at all: it won't keep people

species call the old forest home. Thousands

all will understand: "We are very pro for

studies.

out of there," Ogle says. "It will prevent

of Memphians use the trails in the old forest

est, we are very pro zoo." ^

anyone coming in and bulldozing trees."

and open areas of the park each day.

the U of M to be more environmentally sustainable and to be an

"Originally, we had hoped that a portion of the fee would be
permanently dedicated to the purchase of renewable energy
through the TVA Green Power Switch Program and the remainder
would be used for on-campus retrofits and sustainability projects."
continued on page 14
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Heineke's August 2009 report of the

As for the fenced area, Ogle and

Overton Park forest reported that there are

Greenberg both say a low impact board

332 flowering plant species from 85 plant

walk would be OK as long as the forest,

families in the park, including goldenseal

including its under-story, is left intact.

and oceanblue phacelia, both listed on the

Ogle says that renderings of the planned
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CPOP offers free, guided nature
hikes on the second Saturday
and last Sunday of each month.
Visit www.overtonparkforever.org

continued from page 12

Christensen and Ben Edwards, a senior biology major,
co-founded the student group Environmental Action Club three

!H

years ago. Members camped out on the Alumni Mall on campus
to draw interest to their efforts to get the fee passed. Monies have
been used in the garden project, to hire a sustainability coordinator,
to install motion sensors to control lighting in buildings and to
introduce increased recycling.
"It is important for students to be involved and included
because they are the ones who voted for the Green Fee and pay
for it in order to help the University become more environmentally
sustainable," Christensen says.
The club has been proactive in on-campus education for students
and has been a major player in the annual Sustainable Technologies
Awareness Day, among other things.

BEST efforts
If you want to learn more about the University's sustainability
efforts and have fun while doing so, visit campus October 5 for
the third annual Sustainable Technologies Awareness Day on the
fountain plaza next to the Administration Building (rain location
is new University Center). The campus-wide and public event
encourages environmental awareness among the community,
students, faculty and staff. Hands-on exhibits and numerous booths
featuring the latest and greatest in "green" ideas will showcase the
eco-friendly initiatives on campus and in the region.
One of the major sponsors of the event is the U of M's Center for
Biofuel Energy and Sustainable Technologies (BEST), made up of
concerned U of M professors working in interdisciplinary teams in
researching and implementing responsible energy systems.
BEST has already made national headlines — U.S. Congressman
Steve Cohen recently announced a $500,000 grant to BEST
to continue research into a biofuel initiative that would make it
easier to transform common waste materials into fuel for internal
combustion engines.
"By taking what some consider waste and refining it into fuel,

Law School," says University Police Services Director Bruce Harber.

Recycle-mania
The University's efforts also include reduction of carbon
emissions, purchasing green certified products and implementing
major enhancements to the recycling program, according to interim
sustainability coordinator Amelia Mayahi.
"The University has increased the amount and the types of
materials that we recycle," she says, adding that this results in
less garbage pickup, a savings to the U of M. "In turn, we will also
prevent these materials from entering a landfill where they would
remain for thousands of years and release toxins into the air and
soil. It is just the sensible thing to do.
"We are currently in the process of expanding our primary
collection sites. There have also been improvements in our student
awareness activities. A recycling truck has been purchased, which
will greatly increase the proficiency of our collection program."
Visit http://bf.memphis.edu/pp/recyde.php for more U of M

Cohen says.
Dr. Srikant Gir, mechanical engineering professor in the Herff
College of Engineering, believes that with a mature biofuel system in
place, the world's long-time dependence on petroleum-based fuels
could be drastically changed. Gir has already developed a prototype
version of a converter.
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downtown Memphis, the TERRA building features energy efficient

driving patterns around campus - stopping, starting and the 25

and environmentally responsible techniques, materials, appliances

mph speed limits — we think the savings will be significant since the

and fixtures. The house also adheres to the standards of the

vehicles will run on electric power at low speeds and while idling.

Memphis Light Gas and Water Division EcoBUILD program and the

There should be environmental benefits such as a reduction in the

American Lung Association Health House program. Visit: http://

use of fuel and reduced emissions due to the electric power"

architecture.memphis.edu/terravideo-02.htm for a virtual tour of the

Police Services was asked to reduce fuel consumption by
10 percent, but according to Deputy Director Derek Myers, the
department was able to triple the reduction.
"Capt. Kevin Langellier has been watching our fuel consumption

campus police department purchased its first hybrid patrol vehicle in
late winter.
"We were looking for something that would be economical in
which the officers can commute daily to the downtown (U of M)
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Hall, the first and most sustainable public building in the state
of Tennessee. It will meet LEED Silver standards in sustainability

year by actively encouraging the officers to park and turn off the cars

convenience a college student needs.

as much as possible, while engaging in alternative patrol methods,
such as foot and bike patrols," Myers says.

A recently completed U of M physical plant project is providing
the University with huge on-going energy savings and is helping in
the "greening" of the University. An addition to the campus cooling

and physical plant projects — and even designed a futuristic "green"

In keeping with the University's "green theme," the U of M's

This fall, Residence Life will showcase its new dormitory West

closely and we reduced use by 30 percent for the regular fleet last

The University has kept sustainability in mind in its latest building

Call them the "green police."

home.

and green design, while providing residents with every modern

Build it and they will come
Blue patrols turn green

Main Street and Greenlaw Avenue in the Uptown Neighborhood in

out, perhaps replace our fleet over time with hybrids. With the

recycling information.

the University of Memphis is leading the way when it comes to
using green technologies to develop sustainable sources of energy,"

"We plan on getting another one or two soon, and if they work

Located at the northeast corner of the intersection of North

home that has become a model for the nation.
The TERRA (Technologically + Environmentally Responsive
Residential Architecture) sustainable demonstration house was
designed and developed by the Department of Architecture through
the FedEx Institute Center for Sustainable Design at the U of M.
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plant contains state-of-the-art equipment to provide better, more
efficient cooling to campus buildings. The new technology includes
a computer-driven pumping system that provides cooling only to the
buildings that need it. Annual savings are expected to be in excess
of $200,000.
The University has more green efforts that will be highlighted
in future magazines. Visit the U of M's official green Web site at
http://www.memphis.edu/greencampus for more information.
- by Greg Russell

BY GREG RUSSELL

The right stride
Two decades after developing a "wonder drug,"
a U of M alumnus still rides high in the saddle with his impact on health care issues.

C. Budd Colby could have chosen to just ride off into the sunset.

cal and psychological advantages. Reliance on artificial aids,

Instead, the renowned drug researcher-turned equestrian —

such as wheelchairs, is decreased, while self-confidence and

still bent on helping others — decided to blaze new trails:

self-esteem see an upswing.

the U of M alumnus now lends his expertise to a unique type of

"The fundamental issue in cerebral palsy is that the brain

therapy that uses highly trained horses to improve the quality of

doesn't know where the various parts of the body are in three-

life of individuals with disabilities.

dimensional space, hence problems with gross motor functioning

'it has been said that there is nothing as good for the inside of

such as balance and walking, as well as fine motor control such

a person as the outside of a horse. Horse people are OK," says

as writing and speech," says Colby. "Putting a kid with cerebral

Dr. Colby, whose accomplishments include developing several

palsy on a horse and walking them around allows the brain to

prescription drugs for maladies ranging from multiple sclerosis to

experience repeated sequential movements, such as walking, for

chronic lymphocytic leukemia. His "wonder drug" Betaseron was

the first time."

the first FDA-approved medication for the treatment of multiple
sclerosis.
Colby serves on the board of directors and is chair emeritus

To achieve desired therapeutic results, sessions can be
extremely labor intensive.
"There is the therapist, the horse handler, two side walkers

of the National Center for Equine Facilitated Therapy (NCEFT)

and one front walker for safety," Colby says. "As the horse moves

in Woodside, Calif. NCEFT uses hippotherapy, which utilizes

out at the walk, the child is protected from falling and the brain

the movements of trained horses to provide physical and occu

begins to recognize repetitive signals for the first time. As the

pational therapy to individuals with cerebral palsy, traumatic

therapy sessions are repeated over and over again, the brain

brain injury, stroke, multiple sclerosis and autism, among other

acquires independent balance. Eventually the brain becomes

disabilities.

wired for balance to the extent that the child begins to demon

Colby says a horse can provide sensory input to an individual

strate gross motor capacity."

with a disability through its rhythmic and repetitive stride that

Colby doesn't have to look far to see just how dramatic results

is similar to the movement patterns of a persons pelvis as that

can be. His daughter, Charlie, was born with cerebral palsy and

person walks. "A horse and a man have remarkably similar walk

at 3 months of age, she also suffered traumatic brain injury in a

ing gaits," he says.

car crash that killed her mother and left her with learning dif

This similarity and using it in therapy has often had dramatic
results: individuals with cerebral palsy and other diseases have

ficulties. After 10 years at the center, she had noticeable results.
"Charlie went from crawling only, at 4 years of age, through

gained noticeable increases in gross motor capacity, which pro

a wheelchair phase, and eventually to being able to effectively

vides them with more freedom of movement and other neurologi

use a walker as her primary means of travel. Currently she uses
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Back in the saddle
Colby founded his own international
consulting firm in 1991, but he always
finds his way back to the saddle. He is a
founding member of the Mounted Search
and Rescue Unit of the Office of the
Sheriff of San Mateo County in California.
"Callouts come with absolutely no
regular frequency and with no regard
whatsoever to the weather or time,"
Colby says. "Our subjects include small
children who have wandered away from
their parents, Alzheimer's patients and
people with disabilities with low function
ing capabilities. Occasionally we find a
subject at the bottom of a steep canyon
with a broken arm or leg, the next day."
His current pro bono activities include
serving as a member of the board of trust
Colby at left, serves as biomedical consultant for NCEFT; his daughter, Charlie, above in helmet, has benefited immensely from hippotherapy.

the walker at school, hut when we go to

Budd Colby

ees of the Northern California Chapter
of the Multiple Sclerosis Society and the

"I would get up and go to MSU

But research soon captured his undi

"Normally it (the cell) doesn't produce

"We got the interferon genes expressed

Board of Scientific and Business Advisers

a movie or a restaurant, we just walk in

(Memphis State) for five hours of classes,

vided attention. For people with multiple

interferons. Something has to trigger that

and figured out how to produce them in

holding hands." Colby says auxiliary

of Fast Forward, a research arm of the

then drive to a job for eight hours and

sclerosis, this proved to be a blessing.

gene to be expressed. I worked on that

large quantities."

benefits include increased upper-body

National Multiple Sclerosis Society. He is

then come home and study into the wee

strength and posture improvement.

hours of the night. It was a lot of hard

figure out how viruses kill cells, he said

unexpected. It sent me off and running on

he was the lead technical person on the

Team that lobbies at both the state and

work, a lot of long days but it was hard

he became curious about "what a cell was

a wonderful career."

team responsible for developing human

national level for health care legislation.

work that paid off."

doing about this insult."

Colby has certainly made a mark on the
center as its biomedical consultant, but
it was many years earlier that his name

He studied biochemistry and biophys

While Colby's co-workers were trying to

That led to his groundbreaking research

and I made observations that were quite

Four years later at Triton Biosciences,

also on the Multiple Sclerosis Advocacy

In 1976, Colby continued his research

recombinant interferon-beta for multiple

He says he can always find time for a

into the "whys" and "hows" of interferons

sclerosis. The resulting drug, Betaseron,

ride among the redwoods of California.

was approved by the FDA in 1993.

found permanent residence in major

ics en route to a PhD at the University

in interferons, and ultimately, the first

at Sloan Kettering Institute in New York

medical journals throughout the world.

of Kentucky in 1967. It was then that he

FDA-approved drug for treating multiple

as a founding member of the International

was able to ramp up his research interests

sclerosis. Interferons are proteins made

Laboratories for the Molecular Biology of

until that time, there was no treatment

whose 6-5 frame allows him to sit high in

thanks to a prestigious grant.

and released by cells in response to

Interferon Systems.

for multiple sclerosis," Colby says.

the saddle John Wayne-style. "Upon grad

A new frontier
"I had a horrible burn when I was 19
months old, and J was in the hospital a
long time. 1 had a cousin die of leukemia
when she was 11. I have always been
aware of severe health problems," says
Colby in describing why he became inter
ested in the medical field. "At that point,
1 was aware that I wanted to do something
in science. My interest in finding ways to
help humans has always been there."
Colby began his quest to assist others
when he enrolled at then-Memphis State in
1959, earning a BA in chemistry four years
later. He took the definition of "working
your way through college" to the max.

"I was fortunate enough to get an
American Cancer Society postdoctoral

viruses and trigger the immune system.
"When a virus infects a cell, even though

His research in the late 1970s coin
cided with a boom in biotechnology.

"It was really important because up

"There is a unique relationship
between a horse and man," says Colby,

"Everybody believed you couldn't treat

uating from the University, there is abso

the disease. Since we had shown that

lutely no way that I could have imagined

was incorrect, that stimulated further

the life that I would live. My successful

research."

research in the area of multiple sclerosis

scholarship and come out to UC Berkley

that cell is going to die, before it does so, it

to do postdoctoral research. The reason I

turns on that interferon gene. Protein is then

the same short list: they wanted to use

went to Berkley was that I wanted to get

made and is released from the infected cell

recombinant (artificial) DNA technology

into research in mammalian cells and

and goes out into the body's system to cells

to mass produce human insulin, human

the brain in multiple sclerosis patients: the

SAR Unit has allowed me to give back in

viruses. 1 thought that might be the next

that are not yet infected, doing a sort of a

growth factor, human interferons, and so

brain has fewer lesions and the patient has

the two areas that I have enjoyed so very

coming frontier. As it turns out, it was."

Paul Revere: The viruses are coming, the

forth. Because of my previous research and

fewer attacks, which means less damage to

much: science and horses. For this, I am

viruses are coming.'"

interests, I had expertise in interferons."

a person's nerve system.

grateful indeed." £«

Colby's focus was on research, but two
of his stops included teaching stints. He
served as an assistant professor of microbi
ology at the University of Connecticut from

Then, Colby says, the body's immune sys
tem can put up a defense to these invaders.

"The new biotech companies all had

Colby looked for a way to mass-produce

Betaseron slows down the destruction of

At Triton Biosciences, Colby also

interferons and what it might benefit,

directed the research team that developed

and in 1979, he started the recombinant

the drug Fludara for chronic lymphocytic

1970-1973 and as an associate professor

completely clear how the cell k new to

interferon program at Cetus Corp. in

leukemia. Fludara treatment can interfere

of genetics at the University of California,

make the interferon.

Emeryville, Calif.

But until Colby's research, it was never

Davis, the following three years.

with the growth of the cancer cells, which
are eventually destroyed.
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and my involvement with the Mounted

Visit the National Center for
Equine Facilitated Therapy at
www.ncefi.org for more information.
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BY SARA HOOVER

Hall of
enlightenment
Iraq, Czech Republic, East Timor, Sudan — a U of M professor uses the English language
to bridge cultural gaps and enhance learning skills all across the world.

The passport of Charles Hall, associate professor of applied
linguistics in the College of Arts & Sciences, is a nightmare for

one of my basic goals is to help (the people) understand the
value of transparency and discussion. We may not reach a solu

customs officers. He's been to Syria, Algeria, Eritria, Yemen

tion that makes everyone happy, but if we don't talk about it,

and almost every Arab country — all on official business for the

we'll never get there."

United States government. But that doesn't mean he doesn't slow
down the immigration line.
Hall, an expert in legal English and curriculum development,
has served as a consultant for the U.S. Department of State for
the past 15 years, working with more than 30 countries.
This past summer, he spent a month in Iraq implementing
an exchange program with the University of Memphis and the
University of Dohuk in Dohuk, Kurdistan, a part of northern Iraq.
Because the region is so isolated, Hall was brought in to do needs
analysis in pedagogy and curriculum development.
"Kurdistan has been basically isolated from the rest of Iraq

Hall says because the area is so far removed from the rest of
Iraq, he doesn't encounter many problems.
"Kurdistan is completely safe. It's a multicultural, multireligious society. I worked with Muslims, Christians and a reli
gion only found among the Kurds called Yazidi. Arabic is still
spoken but young people only speak Kurdish, so this is a very
interesting place."
The program is currently seeking volunteers to work either for
a semester or a year in Iraq.
"The Iraqi government is providing scholarships for thousands
of Iraqis to come to the U.S. We are hoping that we will be able

for 20 years," says Hall. "My role was to look at their curriculum

to provide an appropriate and welcoming home for many of these

and discuss with the faculty what is the purpose of teaching.

Iraqi scholarship students. It is really wonderful to bring interna

Help them look at the way they taught and look at the way they

tional students to Memphis, but from my perspective, it is more

can involve their students more in the process of education."

important to help Memphians to meet, cooperate and engage with

Hall actually taught several classes so he could serve as an
example of interactive teaching.
"Much of the world is still based on a teacher-centered model:

people in other parts of the world."
U of M doctoral student Chris Hastings spent two weeks in the
Iraqi city of Erbil conducting intensive teacher training with the

the teacher stands in front of the room for three hours. We're

Ministry of Education. He says he found his students eager to

trying to help people understand that it should be a learning-

experience outside influences.

centered classroom.
"My job is not to go in as what's called a helicoptered consul

"They are anxious to have people come over and be connected
to the outside world," says Hastings (BA '00, MA '04). "They're

tant where they sort of air drop you in and solve all their prob

anxious to develop their schools and infrastructure, and to move

lems, but to go in more as we all share common problems and

forward. Partnerships like this will help them to do so. It's a great

how can we work together to solve them. Every country I work in,

experience for American exchange students to go over and see
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something other than what we see on the

Opposite, top: Hall (right) with a visiting
scholar from Tufts University and a staff
member of the University of Dohuk at the
traditional Badinan city gate of Amedi.
Opposite, bottom: A group of future English
teachers at the University of Dohuk. Left:
Hall (right) with members of the English
department at the University of Dohuk in
Kurdistan, Iraq. Photos by Chris Hastings.

news, to see the human side, daily life
of people living in and building up their
country."
Hall got involved as a consultant by
accident.
"Fifteen years ago, a lawyer who
wanted to travel the world teaching

Europe, Hall has been working in Estonia

English came to get her master's degree."

as part of Language for Law, which brings

say Hall. "We both realized that there

together legal professionals and language

was a need for international materials on

teachers from 15 different European

teaching legal English around the world.

countries. Estonia, a former member of

She and I have co-authored a couple

the Soviet-bloc, is a two-culture country
of Russians and Estonians.

of books and articles and worked on
programs in many countries. It was a nice
synchronicity of her talents, my talents
and a real need in the world."
Since then, Hall continues to average
two programs a year for the U.S. State
Department.

English the official language of its legal

The program hosts 20 to 25 U of M stu

"Much of the work I do is in multicul

system. He worked with the Ministry for

tural societies that are historically now

dents each summer, but also people from

Constitutional Law, helping prepare cur

working toward figuring out how to live

other universities. And learning isn't the

riculum tools to increase the proficiency

together. They share different back

only thing that develops from the program.

and knowledge of their lawyers in English.

grounds, different beliefs, different values

"We've had several marriages, chil

In 2011, South Sudan will hold a referen

and different languages usually. My work

dren, an adoption, people who've moved

dum to decide if it wishes to remain part

in providing them a common neutral lan

to initiating overseas programs. He

to the Czech Republic and to the United

of Sudan or to become independent. The

guage, English, is essential to giving them

co-founded the International Summer

States. The exciting thing about the Czech

change to English is part of that process.

a way to meet symbolically in the middle

Language School in Pilsen, Czech

program is often when Americans go on

Republic, 20 years ago. While in the

an international program, they only have

F ulbright Scholar Program in the Czech

classes with and hang out with Americans.

The English professor is no stranger

While there, he experienced the tur
moil a developing nation can have.
"Unfortunately, the regional Ministry of

of the bridge."
This summer, Hall is implementing a
new study abroad program in Alicante,

Republic, Hall came up with the idea of

In the Czech program, they are instantly

Education was located next to the national

Spain, with U of M creative writing pro

an English-language exchange program.

immersed. They live with, teach and spend

Constitution of Education where I was.

fessor Dr. John Bensko.

every evening with internationals."

When the students and teachers stoned the

"Immediately after the Velvet
Revolution (that overthrew the authoritar

Emily Thrush, a U of M professor of

"We'll be teaching English and Spanish

Ministry of Education, they didn't realize

as first and second languages and trans

ian government in 1989), people needed

English, participated in the Czech pro

the next ministry was not the same. They

lating English and Spanish poetry as a

English so they could learn to communi

gram in 1993-94.

broke all the windows in my office and hit

means of teaching language," Hall says.

cate internationally. It began as what was

"It was a place we had been forbidden

me with stones. It was an accident. They

going to be intensive English for faculty

to go to our whole lives, so it was amaz

and students at this small university in

ing to be there," she says. "Students have

Hall also spent time in the world's

Pilsen for a couple of years. Since then,

gone and it's a life-changing experience.

newest country, East Timor. Because of

did not mean to hurt me."

Hall, who speaks German, French,
Dutch, Swedish, Czech and "perfect bad
Chinese," never knows what's next for him.
"I never know where I'm going to go

it has become a large, 20-nation school

I took my daughter the second year. She

the colonial history of East Timor, very

because my field is a crisis-driven field.

with 600 to 700 people every summer

was in college and liked it so much she

few people speak English. The official

I could receive a phone call to go to

who are studying six different languages.

decided to get a master's in teaching

language is Portuguese and their own

anywhere."

Most specifically for the U of M, the

English. She went to Lithuania to teach

native language.

students go to learn how to teach English

and came back with a husband."

as a foreign language. On day three, they
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orary doctorate for his 20 years of service.

The program is open to U of M students

"Because it's the newest country, they're
still trying to put together their govern

He seems to take it all in stride and
never lets it deter him from his main
focus — his U of M students.

are already responsible for 45 minutes of

and the public. Participants receive a

ment. They have no infrastructure. That's

"In the 25 years that I've been here,

their own class, teaching 15 to 20 niainl v
Czech students."

teaching English certificate that is valid

part of my job, to help bring transparency

I've seen a wonderful transformation at

internationally.

and develop the skills and proficiencies in

the U of M in which we encourage and

The program is presented in collabora

Hall's work can have immense interna

legal English so that they can take advan

support internationalization and that's

tion with the University of West Bohemia

tional significance. He traveled to South

which recently honored Hall with an hon-

Sudan after the African country made

tage of international training courses."
In the northern reaches of Eastern

really exciting. My goal is to make sure
every Memphian has a chance to explore
the world." ^
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Something to
bank on
This U of M alumnus went from modest beginnings to building an empire in the financial world.
With a nod to his parents, he has created a way for others to find their own path to success.

Jim Ayers has a unique way of seeing the world and he never
has to leave home to do it. The University of Memphis alumnus

The program is having a major impact on a region that is eco
nomically depressed and offers few high-paying jobs: it provides

owns a condominium on a cruise ship that constantly navigates

a sort of escape for high school students. Farming, often marginal

the globe to such exotic ports of call as Venice, Kuala Lumpur,

at best, and factory work are many times the only options for

Dubai, Barcelona and Bali.
"It is an apartment building that floats," says Ayers, who gradu

youth who don't pursue higher education.

ated from then-Memphis State University in 1969 with an account

very little parental assistance because people just don't have the

"Most students coming out of the schools that we serve get

ing degree. "When the ship docks, you can tour all day long and

money," Ayers says. "These are people who probably have an

see all the museums. A year ago, we were above the Arctic Circle.

average family income under $30,000, working people, low to

We'd get out on those islands and tromp around and come back,

low-middle income folks."
Students have gone on to become directors of college campuses

and you end up back at home that night. It is a great concept."
Talk about globetrotting, yes, but Ayers' journey doesn't stop
there: through a unique foundation he set up just over a decade

and leaders in business and industry.
"It has been very successful with the four-year college student.

ago, he ensures that hundreds of economically disadvantaged

Our percentage of students who complete four years is slightly

youth are also seeing the world — via the wonders of higher edu

higher than the national average even though it is first-generation

cation. In the rural, west Tennessee county of Decatur, the phi

college graduates. You would think that it'd be a smaller number,

lanthropist established a bold new program that assures that any

but it is a larger percentage."

high school student who wants to go to college can do so, regard

The program isn't small, either. Some 1,250 students have

less of economic background or needs. The Ayers Foundation

benefited since it was initiated in 1999, and it currently has a $10

Scholars Program provides up to $4,000 a year to needy high

million endowment, with plans to take that to $100 million. Several

school students and just as importantly, furnishes counseling ses

U of M students have been able to attend the University via the pro

sions that put the student on the right track for higher education

gram. It has since expanded to southern Henderson County in west

while he or she is still in middle school.

Tennessee and one of the state's poorest regions, Perry County.

"In Decatur and southern Henderson County, as far as we

Ayers says the foundation provides two things to economically

know, we have never had a student who wanted to go to college

disadvantaged students that are just as important as money. "We

who couldn't go because of financial reasons," says Ayers, a

have at least one counselor and one financial aid officer — all

member of the U of M's advisory group, Board of Visitors, and

of whom are foundation employees — who have offices in these

UMF Board of Trustees.

schools we serve. They zero in 100 percent on getting the students
taking the right courses, encouraging them that they can do college
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cial laundry and two convalescent nursing
work and helping them select a college and

hospitals. We got those things making a

helping them get their admission papers

little money; they were losing big-time

and other papers in order," says Ayers.

before that."

Trista Carrington, a U of M senior

Ayers made a personal investment in

psychology major from Scotts Hdl High

the nursing home industry, eventually

School in Henderson County, says the

building an empire of 40 facilities.

program can be a lifeline. If you fail

He then entered the banking business

a class, they offer you the resources to

in 1984 with the purchase of FirstBank,

get you back on track. They round up

which has since grown to 46 branches

scholarships for you, help you with all the

with 509 employees across the state and

paperwork. They help you with just about

$2.5 billion in assets.

anything and get you in college."

His foundation speaks volumes on his

Ayers says the financial aid officers

desire to give back.

work with students to find Pell grants,

"I have had a very privileged existence.

lottery scholarship funds from the state

It is not like I take it for granted. I think

and any other form of scholarship money

about it every day.

to help offset expenses. He said that
his foundation will then provide up to
$16,000 in their college career as last-

rural west Tennessee, just mediocre stu

students attend the college of their choice.

dent at best. For some reason, I have been

dollar scholarships" to offset any financial
shortcomings not covered otherwise.

"Here I am, from a small school in

Jim Ayers' began a foundation 10 years ago that helps economically strapped high school

great appreciation for education.

extremely successful financially."

and a summer job at McCormick Spices

He says only five others in his high

"They really emphasized to me from

cleaning up their pepper racks. "I loved

my very early age that I was going to get

it," Ayers says of McCormick. "It paid a

school graduating class were able to

a college education. They didn t tell me

hundred and a quarter a week, which was

attend college.

what to get it in, they didn't tell me where

big money in those days and I had a com

If they can pass out of high school and

to go, but they told me I was going to get a

pany car at the age of 19 or 20.

graduate and if they can get admitted to

college education. In those days, more so
than now, if you got a college education,

lived on Mynders (near campus) and paid

while they were in high school. They

college, we will fund them.

you didn't have to do manual labor. If

$65 a month rent, which I couldn't afford.

didn't have anyone to push them to enroll

not, there was a good likelihood you were

I hung around the Dean of Men's office

in college. If they had enrolled, they prob

a so-so student. I was in my early 20s

either going to be doing manual labor or

until they got to the point they were tired

ably didn't have anyone who urged them

before performance kicked in. I would not

working in a garment factory."

of me, so they finally found me a student

ahead while they were going to school.

want to bar someone from the opportunity

The program has few limitations,
something Ayers feels strongly about for
personal reasons.
"We have no restrictions on academics.

"That came from my record. I was

to go to college just because they were
immature or not motivated at the time. A
lot of super-achievers don t kick in until
they are in their 20s."
Which describes Ayers almost per

Ayers' success story is remarkable in
itself.
He came to the U of M to pursue predentistry, but soon switched to account
ing. His modest background didn't

month to $23 a month. It was Vet Village:
they were long Army barracks that were

just as good or better than me, but haven't
Ayers is an avid outdoorsman and has traveled the world via his "floating condo."

Upon graduation, Ayers had an immediate

the native of Parsons, Tenn., might never

especially after he got married his sopho

viewed for something outside his degree.

have gone to college.

more year.
"My family encouraged me to get my

in accounting, the going rate was $500 a

ground. My dad had four brothers and

education, but they said, Tf you get mar

month. I did some interviews for account

sisters and my mother had two sisters. All

ried, you are going to have to get a job."

ing, but I also interviewed with a company
called Ortho Pharmaceuticals for what

"When I got out, for college graduates

end bonus that was about $1,500 a year,
and that $1,500 a year was going to pay off

"A big part of my success was having

had a huge management blowup, and

that college education that opened doors

my school debts. So I picked up and I went

just about everybody in the corporate

to Birmingham and covered the northwest

office got dismissed, with the exception of

whatever job I had and to better myself."

Alabama region for Ortho."

myself and two bookkeepers who worked

Through his foundation, Ayers is allow

under me. We kept our heads down, kept

ing others a way to journey into the world

Memphis in the early 1970s in a job that

as low of a profile as possible. Two months

to discover their own path to success. ^

eventually gave him his big break.

later, the president of the company came

Ayers, though, found himself back in

"I saw an ad in the newspaper in

positions at Forest Hill Dairy (now Turner

they called a 'detail man,' a person selling

my father. I think both of them, looking

Dairy) near Overton Square; at The

pharmaceuticals to mostly physicians.

Memphis for a comptroller position for a

back, felt guilty. I know they wish they

Commercial Appeal; loading trucks at Red

Basically they paid $500 a month, but you

nursing home company here in town called

had gotten more education. They had a

Ball Motor Freight; at two Holiday Inns;

got a new company car and you had a year-

Care Inns. I applied for that job and got it.
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"About a year after I was there, they

and gave me the opportunity to succeed in

college education except my mother and
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had the success because they didn't have
the same opportunity at higher education.

cut into four apartments."
choice that would shape his future: he inter

During his college days, Ayers worked

"These are good people, people that are

apartment. My rent went from $65 a

exactly make it easy to attend school,

of those brothers and sisters received a

didn't have anyone to encourage them

As far as campus life, Ayers says, "I

fectly. And if it wasn't for outside urging,

"I come from a very modest back

"With those other students who were
probably more brilliant than I was, they

SPRING 2010

in and said, 'We have to have staff, I think
you can run the company.'
"So at the age of 26, I had 1,300
employees, 13 nursing homes, a commer

Visit www.theayersfoundation.org
for more information on
the Ayers Foundation.
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Soul power
With the help of the University of Memphis, a deteriorating neighborhood may once again find its soul.

It's fair to say most consider the pen to be mightier than the

something to happen, but put all the ingredients in one location

That is the new concept the National Endowment for the Arts

and then allow it to happen. Once we saw it would help to restore

(NEA) is taking — that the arts can infuse economic develop

and save a neighborhood, the economic benefit to the city was

ment and prove its might.

just a huge bonus."

New NEA chair Rocco Landesman recently completed his

The Historic Home ot
Memphis Slim

Renovations Coming Soon
Soulsville

The neighborhood has historical relevance not only in music.

Artworks Tour around the country, carrying with him this concept

Ida B. Wells sold her anti-lynching papers on the corner of

that art can function as art, but can also put people to work, with

Mississippi and Walker. Bishop Mason, who founded Church of

a specific emphasis on places where there's a connection between

God in Christ, lived in the neighborhood, as did J.E. Walker, who

art, creativity and economic development. During his visit to

owned Universal Life Insurance, which was one of the largest

Memphis hosted by the Hyde Family Foundations, Landesman

African-American life insurance companies in the country at one

saw only three projects and one was from the U of M.

time. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s last strategic planning for the

Memphis Music Magnet is a unique, arts-based neighbor
hood revitalization program begun by U of M assistant professor
Charlie Santo and graduate students in the city and regional

usa

area where musicians would gather is a way for us to not force

sword. But how about a pair of drumsticks? Or a paintbrush?

march in Memphis and the Poor People's Campaign also hap
pened there.
"This is one of the lowest income census tracks in this county,"

planning program in the School of Urban Affairs & Public

says Jeffrey Higgs, executive director of the LeMoyne-Owen

Policy. The target area is near Stax Records and the surrounding

CDC. "As we try to bring the community back, this neighborhood

neighborhood in downtown Memphis known as Soulsville, which

was selected because this is the place where a lot of the musi

produced legends Sam & Dave, Isaac Hayes, Rufus and Carla

cians said, 'If we do (Memphis Music Magnet) in this town, this is

Thomas and Otis Redding.

where we ought to do it.'"

The purpose of the project is to attract and support musicians
and the music industry in Memphis through homeownership
and housing programs, and the development of neighborhood-

Like the program itself, the origins of the Memphis Music
Magnet began in a very collaborative, equitable way.
"The students really developed the nuts and bolts of the

based amenities with the goal of turning abandoned buildings

concept," says Santo. "It's what the University is really focusing

into neighborhood assets and fostering neighborhood rebirth.

on, the idea of engaged scholarship and community engagement.

Amenities will include shared rehearsal space, equipment rental,

It's their opportunity to develop a concept from scratch, test their

a recording studio and a health center.

ideas, have real interaction with the community. When we started

"People marvel that so many of the stars at Stax lived within

this thing, I knew as little as the students did. I've never devel

blocks. In the old days, the record store in front of Stax was the

oped a creative arts-based program before. They were as likely to

catalyst place," says Dean Deyo, president of the Memphis Music

put an idea out there as I was."

Foundation. "People would meet there and because of that,
things would kind of happen. A musicians' village in a historical
SPRING 2010

Sam Powers, master's student in city and regional planning,
took Santos class that helped shape the project.
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STAX RECORDING STUDIOS
On this site stood Stax Records.
Inc. which boasted such stars as Otis
Redding. Rufus and Carta Thomas,
Isaac Hayes, the Staple Singers.
Albert King, the Bar'Kays, and
many others. It relied upon Its deep
soul roots to carry It through,
struggling from a bacK - street
garage In i957 to become a multi"
mlillon'-dollar organization.

Page 28: Santo at the home of Memphis Slim. Opposite, Aretha Franklin's home, which may be moved to the Soulsville area. Above, Santo and the
Stax Recording Studio historical area that launched many musical careers. Photos by Lindsey Lissau.

"Basically, how we formulated our ideas,

"We've really gotten to participate in the

Cohen and Senators (Lamar) Alexander

probably save Aretha's house," says June

make some things easier, then we can cre

and (Bob) Corker has got us on the radar

West, executive director of Memphis

ate the critical mass of musicians. Then,

in a pretty cool way because now they have

Heritage. "We consider Stax the birth of

the infrastructure will be built around it."

this information in their back pocket," says

soul, but I truly think it can be the soul

Santo. "When they want to talk about the

of Memphis. If we don't protect that type

10 months to work out the implementa

creative class as a spark for comprehensive

importance of funding arts in Memphis,

of special neighborhood, we're going to

tion details. Like Stax recording artists'

community revitalization," says Robertson.

there are three projects they talk about and

regret it."

we threw them all out there. Whatever

whole process — it wasn t just a classroom

stuck, stuck," Powers says.

class," says city and regional planning

"This will be a true bottom-up and top-down

ours is one of them. That's pretty cool."

master's student John Shaffer. "We got out,

approach. Where it's not just top-down and

After a planning phase is complete,

The class conducted case studies by

The project will include other artists
besides musicians.
"Expanding to other artists is part of our

The planning period is expected to take

Booker T. and the MGs' song, "Home
Grown," Santo wants to make sure the
project remains inclusive and collabora
tive with neighborhood residents and that

visiting other cities that had similar pro

facilitated meetings, participated in the

just bottom-up, but a real balance of the

implementation will begin and be con

grams, such as Chattanooga, Tenn., and

interviews. You really just get to see how

two, which makes for a unique situation.

ducted by the community stakeholders. The

vision, even though the name is going to

all grassroots concerns are addressed

Paducah, Ky.

important having creative collaboration with

Something Landesman noticed as well.

University will then hand the project off to

remain Music Magnet and the music focus

before moving forward.

One opportunity that may arise is through

the neighborhood.

is going to be there just because of the

approaches to economic development and

people is."
Other partners in the Memphis Music-

also at different case studies around the

Magnet include: Memphis Heritage,

Initiative, a new inter-agency partner

country of what's been successful.

Architecture Inc., Soulsville Foundation,

"It really helps to look at alternative

Artspace, the nation's leading creator

heritage of the neighborhood and what was

and preserver of affordable space for artists

begun is the rehabilitation of Memphis

organically created with that," says Santo.

and arts organizations, helped the project

ship between NEA, Housing and Urban

Slims house with Memphis Heritage. U of

"We do want to open it up to artists of all

develop some implementation ideas.

Black Arts Alliance, Hyde Family

Development, Department of Education,

M and other volunteers cleared out the first

types to create that synergy and collabora

munity and economic development with a

Foundations, the City of Memphis Division

Environmental Protection Agency,

floor of Memphis Slims, including a tree

nonprofit organization when he graduates

of Housing & Community Development and

Small Business Administration and the

that was growing in the middle of the house.

and this has helped prepare him.

the Memphis & Shelby County Office of

Department of Transportation. Landesman

Planning & Development.

was so impressed with the Music Magnet

Powers hopes to pursue a career in com

"It definitely gives me a better idea of
how to start a project like this and get it

One of the people responsible for facili

the federal Sustainable Communities

One component the project has already

Aretha Franklin's birth home fits into

musicians, the Music Magnet project hopes

and thought it through. We're moving to

that he asked for a proposal to take back

the overall plan. The house is currently

to serve as a satellite version in Soulsville.

to Washington, D.C., to talk with the other

located a mile and a half southwest of the

some of the barriers for people to be

colleges. This is a great example of the

successful in that creative industry in

University holding true to that 'Dreamers.

Memphis," says Santo. "We don't have a

Thinkers. Doers.'"

need to contact, who to get involved, who

buy-in was Eric Robertson (BA 04), presi

agencies about using the Music Magnet as a

targeted area and may possibly be moved

not to get involved."

dent of Soulsville Neighborhood Association

pilot for the initiative.

into the Stax neighborhood.

ducted background research and were
involved with document preparation and
design elements.

Center Commission.
"We have the opportunity to create a
one-of-a-kind national model for community
development by engaging portions of the
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Thinkers. Doers,"' says Robertson. "A
class and a professor had a vision, an idea

fhey are also working to figure out how

tating these partnerships and getting their

and chief administrative officer for the City

Like the Music Foundation's Resource
Center downtown that has free resources for

off the ground, what type of people you

Besides case studies, students con

tion between different kinds of artists.

"This is a great example of the
University living out, "Dreamers.

The recent national exposure has

As much as I don't believe in moving

"What we're trying to do is remove

helped the project gain momentum, part

historic things around, this makes sense

lot of the music business infrastructure

ners and possible future funding.

only because it's going to be very dif

here. It's hard to find that copyright attor

ficult to get revitalization that far south

ney, booking agent. If we can get enough

and we$t

musicians clustered in one place and

"Having the Hydes' buy in, the NEA
visit along with Representative (Steve)
T H E U N I V E R S I T Y O F MEMPHIS

in a period of time that would

SPRING 2010

the doing phase. So often the doing phase
is not associated with universities and

Visit ivww.memphismusicmagnet.org
for more information on the project.

BY SARA HOOVER

Pools of courage
Through a unique Mid-South program that may help to save lives,
U of M faculty, alumni and students make a splash in the community.

As the daughter of a garbage man who marched with Dr.

a U of M national study revealed that 60 percent of African-

Martin Luther King Jr. during the 1968 Memphis sanitation

American and Hispanic children don't know how to swim and are

workers' strike, Dr. Rosie Phillips Bingham knows about seeing

three times more likely to drown than the national average.

adversity overcome.
When Bingham was 10 years old, she was interested in learn

Susan A. Helms, U of M alumna (BPS '88, MALS '04) and
director of Safe Kids, formed the group from a water safety

ing to swim and went to a public pool for lessons. But the native

meeting. The registered nurse decided to use IJSA Swimming's

Memphian was turned away during the segregated time. Shortly

existing anti-drowning campaign Make a Splash, and focus on

thereafter, the city didn't want to integrate the public pools and

education and events, particularly in diverse neighborhoods.

instead closed them for the next six years.
"Being a typical 16-year-old, I thought I was too old to learn to

"Make a Splash Mid-South is an effort to bring awareness to
swim education and to raise money to run free or low-cost swim

swim, soI never learned, and in many ways it's always haunted

lessons that at-risk kids can easily get to," says Dr. Jim Whelan

me and helped me have a fear of the water," says Bingham, U of

(PhD '89), U of M associate professor of psychology and board

M vice president for Student Affairs.

president of the Tiger swim club. "The common mission is how to

But she wasn't going to let it he a generational cycle.
"It motivated me to make sure that never happened to my son.
He was in the pool by 2 years old because I was not going to let
happen to his life the same thing that happened to my life."
That's the mindset of Make A Splash Mid-South as well, a

ensure the safety and well-being of children of color."
To that end, the group piloted free swim lessons and held
Diversity in Swimming events the past two years.
Anthony Norris, board member of Memphis Tiger Swimming
and of the U of M's Benjamin Hooks Institute for Social Change,

coalition of aquatic and service organizations focused on at-risk

coordinated the events and organized free swim classes. Lessons

children, spearheaded by Safe Kids at Le Bonheur Children's

were held at Bickford Aquatic Center for eight weeks. More than

Hospital, City of Memphis Park Services and Memphis Tiger

100 children participated at Bickford, and lessons continue to be

Swimming (MTS), the competitive swim club at the U of M. Their

offered.

mission is swim education, fundraising and awareness.
The program began in summer 2008 in response to several

The "I Have a Dream ... Diversity in Swimming" event, held
the past two years at the U of M Student Recreation and Fitness

events. First, the tragic drowning of two African-American teen

Center, includes a swim clinic and developmental swim meet for

agers in Memphis city pools on opening day occurred. Second,

new and beginning swimmers. A competitive meet was also held
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"It was obvious there was a disparity,

the first year. Eighty volunteers and 200

Han, a professional swimmer in China at

study that has measured racial identity

swimmers — including 80 brand-new

age 15, former college coach and consul

groups and their swimming ability and

but that the majority of African-American

Olympic swimmer and Memphis Tiger

tant with the U.S. Olympic team at the

it's on adults. Not surprisingly, our results

children can't swim was shocking," says

Swimming alumnus Gil Stovall's citywide

2008 Beijing Olympics.

matched. That was in 1994. Not much has

Norris, who learned to swim as an adult.

swim program that will be a division of

happened (since)."

"Of course, that made them more at

Make A Splash. Approved by Memphis

ones — participated.
"Last year, we were really ambitious.
We held a competitive portion," says
Norris. "This year, we're just focus

The catalyst for these different pro
grams was the national research swim

The team is currently conducting phase

This year's event also launched

risk of drowning and missing out on the

Mayor A C Wharton's office, it will pro

opportunities they could have by learning

vide free swim lessons for kids this sum

ing on the swim clinic and the Future

study, led by Drs. Carol and Dick Irwin,

two in different cities, with Memphis

Champions developmental meet. We want

assistant professor and professor respec

being a site again. That data will be

to swim and also swimming on a competi

mer with Stovall, who competed in the

to raise funds to provide swim lessons for

tively in the health and sport sciences

announced Memorial Day weekend.

tive level. I've realized the importance

Beijing Olympics in 2008, and who plans

hundreds, if not thousands, of children

department at the U of M.

of getting children involved earlier. My

to become a U of M student this fall.

The study found that children from
non-swimming households were eight

daughter at age 3 fell in love with it. So I

Bingham, who served as a celebrity

experienced firsthand the impact and how

timer at the inaugural event, found it fun
and inspirational.

throughout next year. Also, we want to

USA Swimming commissioned the

instill a desire in our new swimmers to

U of M to conduct the research. Begun

times more likely to drown, meaning those

continue, and we also want to promote

in January 2008, the team surveyed

coming from generations of non-swimmers

it's just had such a positive effect on my

water safety and the importance of qual

1,772 children ages 6 to 16 years old in

are more at-risk. The origins might be

children and our family.

six cities: Memphis, Miami, Chicago,

traced back to segregation.

ity swim instruction particularly in the
minority community where they're more
at-risk."
In addition, scholarships, partially funded
by the Hooks Institute, were given to two
individuals to join the Tiger swim club.
David Han, aquatics manager with the

a worthwhile emotion; it's protective. It's

students had just learned to swim and to

when you allow it to be debilitating that

Social History in Swimming Pools in

the African-American community. There's

be in a competition like that, I thought

you allow it to be problematic. Kids who

programs only to gather data,' says Carol

America," says Irwin. "Back in the 1800s,

a lot of untapped resources and potential

was pretty inspirational. I loved that they

are afraid of the water, get in the water.

Irwin. "We used the YMCA's programs to

everyone used to swim together, all the

in children who really love it and have

tried. All of those things that make us feel

If you can't put your whole body in the

males. Then, once women were allowed,

great desire and determination. If we can

good about an event and about change

water — and I actually have a fear but I

a division happened that was racial and

provide support, then there's unlimited

happened at that meet."

get in anyway — do the smallest amount

potential."

Philadelphia, Houston and Oakland.
"We worked with non-swimming

access kids."
The results were disseminated in April

"There is a book, Contested Waters:

economic, but more racial. This book

school students to improve their swim

picked up by HBO, The Today Show, The

definitely documented that society pro

ages 16 to 18.
"I have two goals: have them swim more

Washington Post and The New York Times.
"I had no idea that some of the data
had never been captured before," says
Irwin. "I was surprised that no one had

"I just really want to spread that oppor

Make A Splash Mid-South plans to

hibited African-American, Hispanic and

build on the momentum with another

Native American groups from municipal

diversity event in the fall. They also hope

pools."
Whatever the origins may be, efforts

At the U of M for 25 years, Bingham has
taken a few swimming lessons as an adult.
"I did enough to be able to swim. But I

Many from the U of M community are
helping others literally and figuratively
put their toe in the water for the very first

to partner with the U of M Recreation

so debilitating. I would rather that chil

time. ^

Center to offer swim education and spread

dren never got there in the first place,"
she says. "Some people will look and say
I'm brave, but it's not. It's going on in

efficiently and participate in the Diversity

actually studied minority swimming

like the study and Make A Splash Mid-

Swim Meet, and become lifeguard certified

ability levels. There's only one other

South are raising awareness.

able year-round.

spite of your fear. You could be shak-

to get job opportunities with the city," says
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

you can do."

still have a phobia about it. That's what's

the message that free lessons are avail
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so much richer if you just go on anyway.
There's no shame in being afraid. Fear is

tunity to so many children, especially in

2008 and gained national attention, being

The free, weekly lessons are with students

ing in your boots, but your life will be

self-esteem because some of these

Memphis Park Services, trains 20 high
ming and become lifeguard candidates.

"It seemed like an event that boosts

Page 33: Stovall (in pool), Whelan, Norris,
Han and Helms (foreground). Opposite,
left: an MTS parent, Hooks Institute Director
Daphene McFerren, U of M Student Affairs
Vice President Rosie Phillips Bingham and
U of M Professor Carol Irwin, lead investigator
of the national swim study. Opposite, right:
Youngsters get swim lessons at the second
annual clinic and developmental meet held
this past March. Above: Participants take a
break during the Diversity in Swimming Day
at the U of M Recreation Center. The U of M
swim study showed 60 percent of African
American and Hispanic children don't know
how to swim.
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Visit www.memphis.edu/videos
to see a video on the
Make a Splash Mid-South program.
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Real life...

continued from page 5

Miller said as she continued CPR, she would get "a very weak,
thready pulse" that would then go away. Bystanders who called 911

Alumni Association bestows
highest honors in "Year of the Tiger"

twice got busy signals, but eventually the fire department arrived.
"They had the defibrillator out. They shocked him I'd say about
seven times, and got one regular heartbeat. They gave him 500
cc's of adrenaline and still got nothing. They worked on him for 30

.•f: i

minutes and could not get him stabilized and then they moved
him. When they carried him out, everyone sat in silence. Most of us

It's always the Year of the Tiger for U of M alumni, but
2010 also marks the Year of the Tiger in the Chinese

thought we had witnessed a young man die.

he went to work for Goldman Sachs. Hart also has served
on the Tennessee Board of Regents.

Zodiac. Under that theme, the University of Memphis

"The scariest thing was, there was a woman at my side and she

Holeman (BSET '71) was

kept saying, 'Jordan, Jordan, squeeze my hand,' and she was very

Alumni Association bestowed its highest honors in a gala

named the 2008 Outstanding

upset. I asked her, 'Ma'am, who are you?' She said, 'I am his mother,

at the Memphis Zoo in April.

Alumnus of the U of M's Herff

Ron Hart and Theopolis Holeman were honored with

please fix him.' I told her I was just a student but was trying."

College of Engineering. He is

Miller said it was the longest 12 minutes of her life.

the Distinguished Alumni Award; Tre Hargett was named

"It was mixed thoughts. Textbook stuff was flying around in my

Outstanding Young Alumnus; Rita Sparks was recognized

^ 4

as the Distinguished Friend of the University; and Bobby

r ^

head that I had learned in school. I am CPR certified, but I have only
done it on a mannequin and it is a lot different when you are doing
it on a real person."
Miller said she owed her quick actions to the U of M's
Loewenberg School of Nursing.
'This program is really awesome. It is so hard, but the teachers
in the school, this is their life. They are so helpful. All were nurses
before. They tell you stories about their experiences and they give

Nichols (at right), whose life was saved by a U of M nursing student,
on Broadway.

"Fortunately I was in a place where I had people around me who

the Association Award.

companies serving three key
Hart (BBA '81, MBA '83), a

FedEx were there to help in reviving me until the paramedics got
there." - by Greg Russell
V

continued from page 7

I

transmission and storage, and distribution. Holeman

Atlanta, has been named one

formerly served as senior vice president of power delivery

of the nation's top financial

for Duke Energy, one of the largest electrical power

advisers by two publications.

companies in the country. Holeman has also been

In September 2008, Registered

recognized as one of the 'Top 75 Most Powerful Black

"• T#

Rep magazine and its Web site,

Executives in the U.S." by Black Enterprise magazine. He

;T

registeredrep.com, named him

earned a bachelor's degree in construction technology

the No. 4 financial adviser in

from the U of M in 1971 and later a master's degree in

the country, based on assets

business administration from the University of Houston.

you down and building you back up again where you are a better
musician. He is telling you the truth, not sugar coating. He will take

under management Last year, Barron's named Hart

had taken leave from his acting jobs based in New York City to

you to that next level. Maybe I didn't see it then, but it has definitely

the 54th top financial adviser in the country based on

come to Memphis to play in his father Jackie Nichols' (BSEd 72)

made me a better musician."

its scoring system. He is a syndicated columnist whose

Nichols, who has had roles in The Fantosticks, Gypsy and Giant,

production of Pippin at the new Playhouse on the Square.
After the incident, doctors determined that the 24-year-old

Parks said his training in jazz has been a blessing.

work appears in 30 newspapers with a weekly circulation

"It gave me the best basis for music. It incorporates everything,

of 1 million readers. His columns have been described

actor suffers from a genetic heart condition referred to as Brugada

every kind of chord, every kind of scale. It is not necessarily vice a

as "Lewis Grizzard meets P.J. O'Rourke with a dash of

syndrome, which causes sudden and unexpected cardiac death

versa for other kinds of music."

Will Rogers' horse sense." Hart appears on CNN and has

in apparently healthy individuals. He since has had a permanent
defibrillator placed in his chest.
"A lot of times it happens to people in their sleep," said the 2003
graduate of White Station High School. "If there is no one there to
revive you, well, it is like having a heart attack: your heart stops and
that is basically it.
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He said he hopes to write award-winning music in the future, but

He has also completed the Stanford Executive Program.
Hargett (BBA '91, MBA
I* *
1^ *
K

Street Journal. He is the author of the book There is No

said, ends just in time for him to be able to attend classes this fall.

Such Thing as a Pretty Good Alligator Wrestler, published

"A lot of gigs like this don't last. They will use you for a gig and

last November.

that is it. I have been lucky. This is my second gig with Kingston."

Hart attended the Institute for Political and Economic

— by Greg Russell

Systems at Georgetown University. After earning his MBA,
*ING 2010

*

* INS
M

V
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<
I

state
'S secretarY
Tennessee. He was a member

JPI

rlI

been quoted in numerous publications, including the Wall

is just happy now to enjoy his current ride. The summer tour, he
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chain: gathering and processing,

Stanley Smith Barney, based in

\ 4;;

Ron Hart

She said before being able to attend the nursing school, students
must become certified in CPR.

links in the natural gas value

Theopolis Holeman

financial adviser with Morgan

"I have friends who have dropped out of other schools and are on

has. You get what you pay for."

one of North America's leading
natural gas infrastructure

stopped. It was lucky for me that Tara and the guy who worked at

All that jazz...

operations for Spectra Energy,

Wharton received the J. Millard Smith Illustrious Service to

knew what to do. It was a near-death experience. My heart definitely

you all kinds of resources to help you study.

the waiting list for our nursing school. That is the kind of reputation it

group vice president of U.S.

w

Tre
Hargett
Tre Hargett

A

\

of the Tennessee House of
Representatives from 19962008. Hargett served as the
Republican leader of the
Tennessee House from 200305. During his tenure in the
House, Hargett co-sponsored
a constitutional amendment
continued on page 40
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Club and Chapter News
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For more information on any Alumni Association clubs, chapters or events,
contact the Association at alumniassociation@memphis.edu or 901/678-2586.

Arts & Sciences
The chapter hosted a reception in April for the Department of
Philosophy's presentation of Plato's Apology in the new University
Center.

AUSP
The chapter hosted its alumni reception in February at the
Mid-South Conference on Communicative Disorders. The chapter
presented its Outstanding Alumna Award to Dr. Constance Quails
(PhD '98), professor and chair of speech-language pathology at
Buffalo State College, spring 2010 visiting professor of communication
disorders at Texas State University-San Marcos, and American SpeechLanguage-Flearing Association vice president for science and research;
and recognized Anna Kharlamova as Outstanding Student.

Band
The chapter hosted the 2010 Mid-South Indoor Percussion
and Color Guard Competition in March. This annual spring event
assembled local high schools to showcase their specialized skills and
talents.

Business & Economics
The FCBE chapter hosted a golf tournament in April. Golfers
and sponsors enjoyed lunch followed by a shotgun start. The day
concluded with an awards presentation. The tournament focused on
the college and raised money for the chapter's Building Renovation
Fund.

Engineering
The Herff College of Engineering alumni chapter hosted an alumni/
student mixer in February at the Alumni Center. Students and alumni
networked and enjoyed the opportunity to catch up and connect with
students and recent graduates.
The chapter honored Ron Driggers (BSEE '84, MS '86, PhD '90),
superintendent of the Naval Research Lab Optical Sciences Division
and editor of Optical Engineering, the Naval Research Laboratory's
journal, at the Engineering Awards Dinner in March.

FAM
Future Alumni of Memphis (FAM), the Association's new student
group, hosted its inaugural Blue and Gray Ball at Central Station in
downtown Memphis in February. Students enjoyed live entertainment
from U of M alumni and friends, including Ingram Hill, Alexis Grace

UMAR

Law
The chapter, in collaboration with the Cecil C. Humphreys School
of Law, hosted the Grand Opening Celebration of the new home of
the Law School in January with nearly 2,000 in attendance. Guests
enjoyed "Best of Memphis" cuisine and entertainment throughout
the building. View photos and videos from the gala by visiting www.
memphis.edu/alumni/lawgala. Law School reunions for various
classes were held the same weekend as the gala.
The third annual Law School Legacy Luncheon was held in March
to honor legacy relations in the Class of 2012. The luncheon provided
Law Alumni board members, legacy relatives, faculty and students a
time to share stories, advice and an opportunity to gather at the new
Law School.

Luther C. McClellan
At the Black History Month closing ceremony, the LCM chapter
awarded scholarships to senior political science and international
studies major Terrance Stevenson and junior political science major
James Johnson. These students have shown outstanding academic
achievement, leadership qualities and community involvement.

Master of Public Administration
The club hosted a luncheon to honor the 2010 Pi Alpha Alpha class
in March. A panel discussion featured Marcia Boyd (BS '68, MPA '80),
quality manager in the Shelby County Mayor's Office; William "Bo"
Mills (MPA '93), public services director for the City of Germantown;
and Venita Walker (BA '98, MPA '01), policy development specialist
with Memphis City Schools.

The club hosted its spring mentorship mixer in March at the
Alumni Center. Markova Reed (BA '06), anchor for WREG-TV's
Daybreak, spoke with the group about the importance of community
involvement.
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The University of Memphis Association of Retirees recognized its
scholarship recipient, senior psychology major Jessica Dawn Voyles,
at its holiday luncheon in December. UMAR hosted many events this
spring, including a Valentine's Day dinner and play, lunch and tour
of the Law School, two book club meetings, and a lunch and lecture
series.

University College
The chapter awarded $500 book scholarships to University College
students Angelica Hardin and Pianna Duerkes at the college's annual
awards ceremony in April.

Young Alumni Committee
The Young Alumni Committee hosted many local young alumni,
fans and friends for a pre-game party before the Memphis vs.
Gonzaga basketball game. Alumni Association members received
special discounts and guests participated in giveaways.
The committee served as greeters, hosts and guides at the
University Center preview event in March. Committee members
helped to guide guests around the new UC and were on hand to
show where many new student organizations are now housed.

Atlanta
The Atlanta Alumni Club held watch parties throughout the 200910 basketball season and tournament games.

Dallas
The Dallas Alumni Club hosted a pre-game lunch in late January
before the Tigers took on SMU. The club enjoyed a barbecue buffet
before the game.

Denver

Music
The Music Society and the Rudi E. Scheidt School of Music
celebrated Jazz Week in March with a wine and cheese reception
prior to a performance in Harris Concert Hall. Many music alumni and
friends gathered to share in a great night of music and socializing.

Nursing
The Loewenberg School of Nursing Alumni Chapter honored Paula
Dycus (BSN '97), administrative director of professional practice
and research at Methodist Le Bonheur Healthcare Inc., and Paula
Spears (BSN '81), executive director of the Nursing Institute of the
Mid-South, at its Outstanding Nursing Awards luncheon in April in the
University Center.

and Al Kapone.

Journalism

Theatre & Dance
The club hosted an alumni night during a performance of Noel
Coward's Hay Fever in February on the Theatre and Communication
Building's main stage. Alumni Association members enjoyed the
reception and final dress rehearsal performance.

The Denver Alumni Club hosted watch parties throughout the
2009-10 basketball season and tournament games. In February, the
club gathered for a Memphis Grizzlies game to support former Tiger
basketball standouts.

Houston
Houston Alumni Club leaders met with Alumni Association
representatives to discuss upcoming events before the Tigers played
Houston in late February.

Nashville
The Nashville Alumni Club assisted in hosting football coach Larry
Porter, men's basketball coach Josh Pastner and women's basketball
coach Melissa McFerrin during the recent Tiger Tour at the Frist Center.

New Orleans/Baton Rouge

Want more information about
campus-related events?
Visit www.memphis.edu/alumni
for the latest happenings!
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

The New Orleans/Baton Rouge Alumni Club leaders had dinner
with Association representatives before the Tigers played Tulane in
February.

New York
The New York Alumni Club hosted watch parties throughout the
2009-10 basketball season and tournament games.
SPRING 2010

San Antonio/Austin
The San Antonio/Austin Alumni Club hosted a watch party for the
Memphis vs. Gonzaga game in February.

St. Louis
The St. Louis Alumni Club hosted a watch party while the Tigers
played Gonzaga in February.

Washington, D.G
The Washington, D.C., Alumni Club hosted a watch party while the
Tigers took on Houston in January.

Expansion
The Alumni Association is looking to expand and form more TRUE
BLUE Clubs across the country. If you'd like to assist in the expansion,
contact the Alumni Association at alumniassociation@memphis.edu
or 800/678-8729 for more information on how you can get involved.

Development news
The University of Memphis wishes to acknowledge the
generous gifts of its donors, including the following:
Ring Container Technologies Inc. made a $300,000 gift
to establish the Ring Companies Professorship Fund in the Herff
College of Engineering. The donation is one of largest gifts in
the history of the Herff College. The Ring Professorships will
allow the Herff College to retain high-caliber faculty, providing
a decided edge to U of M engineering students in the global
marketplace. The professorships will recognize outstanding
faculty in the Departments of Mechanical Engineering and
Electrical and Computer Engineering for their exceptional
classroom instruction and scholarly contributions to the field of
engineering. Recipients will be appointed for three years.
"The generosity of Ring in providing this support for the Herff
College of Engineering is truly a transformative gift," said Dean
Richard Warder. "It will enable us to make significant progress
in our efforts to attract and retain the outstanding faculty whose
instruction and research provide our engineering students with
a competitive advantage in the global marketplace."
Former Tiger defensive back Reggie Howard endowed
a scholarship in the College of Education through his Reggie
Howard Foundation. The foundation offers activities that build
leadership skills and self-confidence in young people. Howard
was a walk-on at the U of M and played for the NFL's Carolina
Panthers and Miami Dolphins. He is the only player to intercept
a Tom Brady pass in a Super Bowl.
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continued from page 37

designed to facilitate property tax relief for senior citizens. The

True Blue Tradition Award, which is given annually by the Alumni

amendment was approved by 83 percent of Tennessee voters.

Association to those who have made significant contributions to

In 2007, he was nominated to the position of director of the

creating and continuing traditions at the U of M.

Tennessee Regulatory Authority, which sets the rates and service

His commitment to the University's Athletic Department is equally

On exhibit
For emerging artist Tarn Tran, the third
time may be the charm.

standards of privately owned telephone, natural gas, electric and

impressive. Wharton was the "godfather" and care provider for

water utilities. He served from February 2008 through January

mascot TOM II, he served as president of the Highland Hundred

past exhibits on her resume, was selected

2009.

and he can be seen at every football game driving the Tiger football

for inclusion in the 2010 Whitney Biennial,

helmet. When asked why he does so much for the University of

the signature survey of contemporary art

broker since 1980. In 1977, she and her

Memphis, Wharton's response is, "I would not be where I am today

that showcases up-and-coming talent The

late husband, Willard, formed Sparks

without my University education and for that I owe it a debt of

Biennial is on display through May 30 at

Companies Inc., an agricultural research

gratitude."

the Whitney Museum of Art in New York

Sparks has been a licensed commodity

information and consulting firm. After

Biennial, Tran is the youngest, at 23, and

her own investment company, Sparks

the only one from Memphis.

several key accounting positions in the
retail business and in the commodities
field. She serves on the board of
Metropolitan Bank, the University of Memphis Board of Visitors, the

Honor Roll Corrections
Regretfully, the following constituents were omitted from the
donor listing in the Fall 2009 University of Memphis Magazine.
The Advancement Division apologizes for this error and wishes
to thank all donors for their contributions and support.

U of M Foundation Board of Trustees, the Tennessee Sports Hall of
Fame, and is an ambassador for the U of M's Athletic Department.
Sparks is involved in a variety of community projects. She has
served on the boards of the Memphis Development Foundation,
the Baddour Center, the Memphis Redbirds Foundation and
the Campbell Foundation. She is a past president of the Ronald
McDonald House and was instrumental in securing the funds to
Sparks received the 2010 Tennessee Chancellor's Award for
Excellence in Philanthropy for her support of higher education. She
was the Memphis recipient of the 1999 Outstanding Volunteer Fund
Raiser from the National Society for Fund Raising Executives and a

The President's Society

owner of G & W Diesel Inc. and co-owner

last summer's group exhibit "Everywhere,
Nowhere, Somewhere ..." at the now-closed
Power House Memphis gallery downtown.
her work in the Power House show caught
the eye of a representative from the
Whitney. "They asked me to send a CV and

Ms. Helen Claire Weatherford Garrett

some pictures," says a surprised Tran. "After

$2,500 to $4,999
The Honorable Curtis S. and Geraldean S. Person

that, plans were made by e-mail."
For the 75th edition of its Biennial, the
Whitney chose "Raising Hell," a series of

Honoraria & Memorials

portraits Tran snapped of her 4-year-old
nephew playing superhero and wielding a

In memory of Wyeth Chandler

broomstick as a weapon. "He was wearing

Dr. and Mrs. T. Kyle Creson Jr.

pajamas and a cape, running through the
back yard," she says. As in many of her

Tiger Scholarship Fund

photos, Tran presents her nephew as a
multifaceted character who experiments with

of Pro-Fire Equipment, defines what it

Platinum Tiger

various identities. Each of the five pictures

means to be a True Blue Tiger. He has

Armstrong Relocation

captures a different moment in the battle

donated to professorships in the Herff
College of Engineering for almost 10
years. His generosity provides critical

Striped Tiger
Mr. Stanley Bilsky
Mrs. Virginia Szalay and Mr. David Szalay

support for an outstanding professor
annually. Wharton is a past president
of the University of Memphis National
Alumni Association and currently serves

between the boy and an imaginary foe. Seen
from different angles, he appears either huge
or tiny, a tough warrior and a young boy.
Tran (BA '08), who works as a graphic

Life Members

designer/art director at Splash Creative, is

Mr. Turney Powers Berry

a degree in journalism from the University

on the Herff College's Alumni Board. In 2006, he received the
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Coffee Bar in Midtown Memphis and at

SI,000 to $2,499

member of the 1996 Leadership Memphis class.
Wharton (BSET '75), president and

Tran's previous shows were at Otherlands

Though she didn't know it at the time,

build the first Ronald McDonald House in Memphis.

Bobby Wharton

City. Of the 55 artists participating in the

Willard's death in 2005, she formed
Enterprises Inc. Sparks has also held
Rita Sparks

All five recipients are Life Members of the Alumni Association.

The local photographer, with only two

largely a self-taught digital artist She earned
of Memphis, concentrating in Internet and
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A self-portrait by Tran.

Web-based design areas. As part of her

herself into images that are offbeat and often

studies, she took three black-and-white

unrecognizable. She challenges viewers to

photography classes, including a required

decipher the pictures for themselves.

digital class. 'The intro to black-and-white

"I use my camera to convey myself and

photography classes taught me the science

my views to the world. It's easier for me to

behind film development as well as my

do that with a camera than by painting or

way around the darkroom," she says.

drawing," Tran says. "My camera is always with

Photography instructor David Horan was

me, it's my third eye. The photographs I make

especially helpful in compiling a portfolio.

are visual records from my life, and I take

"He helped me create a body of work that

them because I'm curious and sentimental.

goes together, that conveys a message, a

These photographs translate my prospective

feeling, an emotion," Tran says.
'Tarn always had a desire for exploration,

of the world that I'm in and the self-portraits,
particularly, help translate myself as a woman,

and was never afraid to take chances,"

as a girl, in a world where I am of the weaker

Horan remembers. "Sometimes I think

sex, the weaker ethnicity"

she was mad at me because I pushed her

While much of her experience has come

to stretch her boundaries, but ultimately

from "playing around" with her camera,

she would dive in anyway. The results

Tran says she identifies with photographers

were usually positive. Even if an idea

Elliott Erwitt, Duane Michals and Francesca

didn't produce the best results, she always

Woodman. "Each has a quirk about them

kept going. I'm very pleased that she was

that inspires my photography," she says.

chosen for the Biennial."
Tran was born in Hue, Vietnam. Her
family moved to Memphis, where they had
relatives, when she was 6.
Much of her work is a journey of selfdiscovery. In self-portraits, Tran transforms

Her next project? "Finding a gallery to
represent me to kick-start my career as an artist"
The third time may be the charm for Tran,
but she's no cliche. — by Gabrielle Maxey
Visit www.tam-tran.com to see more of
Tran's work.
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1955
Delores Kinsolving (BS, MM

Healthcare Consulting Group,

as one of the Memphis area's

was named president-elect

top lawyers. He has been

1976
Judge Tim J. Dwyer (BA,

73) was recognized as Patron

of the Memphis chapter of

certified in commercial litigation

JD '80) received the 2009

of the Arts by the Germantown

the American Academy of

since 1999.

Distinguished Alumni Award

Arts Alliance. She is a founding
Arts Ensemble and serves on
the board of Opera Memphis, <it
1969
Janet Richards (BSEd, JD
76), a professor in the Cecil
C. Humphreys School of Law,
received the Marion GriffinFrances Loring Award for
service to the legal profession

Relations Board's Memphis

as supervisory field examiner.

commercial litigation practice.

where she lives. From August

1974
Martine Meredith Collier

School. &

1980

a reporter for The Times in

Blanchard E. Tual (MA) of

Gainesville, Ga. Gilbert started

(BFA) received the GPC
(Grant Professional Certified)
credential from the Grant
Professionals Certification
Institute Inc. She is director of
development and membership

Larry Rice (JD), senior partner

Tual Graves received the Judge

her journalism career with

at Rice, Amundsen & Caperton,

Jerome Turner Lawyer's Lawyer

Memphis Magazine and The

was selected for inclusion in

Award, the Memphis Bar

Memphis Flyer in 1988.

Mid-South Super Lawyers,

Association's highest honor.

for Grantmakers in the Arts.

publication.

Trish Swope (BBA) was

<

the only certified family

promoted to director of human

1982

law specialist named to the

named a judge with the Illinois

Donati Law Firm was selected
as the best Memphis labor and
employment attorney for 2010
by Best Lawyers.

Memphis Area Legal Services

Carl R. Williams (MBA, MS

law firm, received the Patriot

technology from Oklahoma

employment law, he closed

as director of development.

'04) received the Joseph A.

Award.

City University's Meinders
School of Business, graduating

his firm and began hearing

Her duties include directing

Siegel Service Award for his

discrimination cases in

the annual Access to Justice

contributions to the Society

Janice Nabors Raiteri (BSEd)

with honors. He is a research

November 2009.

fundraising campaign and

of Manufacturing Engineers.

is curator of Gallery Fifty Six in

associate and technical liaison

coordinating MALS' 40th

Williams has been a member

Memphis.

with the Oklahoma Health

anniversary commemoration.

of SME since 1980 and has

1973
Patsy Jones (BBA) is a

Care Authority's Living Choice

served 17 consecutive years

Project.

in various elected positions.

Membership has
its Benefits!

for Shoemaker Financial in
Germantown. In her practice,
she takes a special interest in

Lancelot L. Minor III

finances.
David Wade

76), medical compliance
analyst with Watkins Uiberall
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Dr. Fred M. Niell (BS, MS '98)

Lancelot L. Minor III (JD),

Attention Alumni Association members:

a partner with the law firm of

The University of Memphis Alumni Association
would like to thank you for your membership!
The Association has enhanced our services with
a new and improved benefits package!

Bourland Heflin Alvarez Minor

is headmaster of The Cathedral

David Wade (JD), a

& Matthews, was elected a

School in Little Rock. He had

shareholder with Martin,

Fellow of the Tennessee Bar

been a teacher, department

Tate, Morrow & Marston, was

Foundation. Minor also was

head and administrator at

listed among the state's top

selected for inclusion in Mid-

Lausanne Collegiate School.

civil litigation attorneys in

South Super Lawyers. He has

BusinessTN magazine's "150

practiced law in Memphis for

Best Lawyers in Tennessee."

more than 30 years.

Bank. He has 40 years of

Mary Ann Lucas (BS, MA

AUJMNI

teaching women about their

market president for Trustmark

Mary Ann Lucas

archer>malmo.

After 21 years of practicing

Al Tarsi (MBA) is Memphis

/*

Liz Conway

earned an MBA in information

1977

certified financial planner
1971
Don Donati (BA) of the

resources and accounting at

William J. Borah (JD) was
Joseph S. Mecham

and CEO of the Baker Donelson

Jerry Stauffer (JD), president

office. He joined the NLRB in
1979 and served most recently

County News in Cleveland, Ga.,

Liz Conway (BPS) joined

Janice Nabors Raiteri

director of the National Labor

is a reporter for the White

Kushman and heads the firm's

Human Rights Commission.

Women Attorneys.

was appointed deputy regional

diversity officer with Brooks

Joseph S. Mecham (BBA)

from the Association for

William Yarbrough (BBA)

Debbie Gilbert (BA, MS '87)

1983

1999 to April 2009, she was

from Christian Brothers High

Professional Coders.

member of the Memphis Vocal

She is a shareholder and chief

1978

experience in the banking

1975
Samuel J. Blustein (BSEE)

industry.

is international president-elect

Joey Harris

Joey Harris (BS, MAT '84) was
named chief operating officer
Phyllis Golden Morey

of Cook's Pest Control Inc. in
Decatur, Ala. He had been vice

Phyllis Golden Morey (BA)

president of sales and service.

was named one of the 'Top

Discounts include both Memphis-area and
national retailers and consist of savings at
Target.com, Brooks Brothers, AT&T, Office Depot,
Red Envelope, Restaurant.com, Sports Authority,
Tiger Bookstore, Tiger Gift Shop, the University
of Memphis Bookstore and many, many more!
Only current Alumni Association members will
be able to take advantage of these discounts.

Lawyers in Metro Detroit" by

To JOIN NOW,

DBusiness magazine in the

visit memphis.edu/alumni

area of intellectual property law.

of Alpha Epsilon Pi fraternity
C Barry Ward (JD) joined

and will serve as international

the law firm of Ballin, Ballin

president for the 2010-11 term.

and Fishman as a partner.

He is an attorney with Hirsch &

Numerous surveys and

Westheimer in Houston.

rankings have recognized Ward

And don't forget, alumni and friends can join the new myMemphis online

Keep up with whats up!
<ir Alumni Assodation Member
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www.memphis. edu
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community! Gain access at www.memphis.edu by clicking the myMemphis
button on the left and then "Alumni & Friends: Sign Up"

Dreamers. Thinkers. Doers.

He is an associate professor

1989

1988

1987

and coordinator of graduate
studies in the Department of

the effects of predatory lending

1992

Snyder's of Hanover Midwest

on Alabama's low-income

Mario B. Powells (BBA),

Regional Distribution Center in

residents. <Sr

owner of The Memphis CPA

Brownsburg, Ind.

1998

Group, was elected to the

Engineering Technology in
the U of M's Herff College of

1990

board of directors of the

1996

Engineering.

Joey Bland (BPS) is vice

Memphis Health Center.

Claire Cissell (JD) joined the

president of Commercial
Alliance Management.

1984

Thomason Hendrix law firm.

1993
Shane M. Davis (BA) joined

1997

Service Assurance as senior

Chris A. Blair (MA, PhD '02)

Ga. She retired from General

vice president of managed

was elected president of the

Motors in 2004.

services and IT operations. He

International Digital Media and

directs business development

Arts Association. He received

and sales for the managed

the Distinguished Service Award

services business line.

from the IDMAA in 2009. Blair

Carrie Pinson (BBA) is a real

1991

estate agent living in Kennesaw,

1985
Dr. Rene Friemoth Lee

Dan Overbey

James R. Mulroy II

Kelly Dobbins

Chantelle Roberson

is an associate professor and

Chantelle Roberson (JD), an

Michael Graber (BLS, MFA

coordinator of the Digital Media

attorney with Miller & Martin in

'98) is managing partner of

Studies program at Union

Chattanooga, has been named

University.

a German Marshall Fund

(PhD) is executive director

Dan Overbey (BBA) was

James R. Mulroy II (MBA),

Kelly Dobbins (BA, MA '97),

of The Bodine School, which

named president of BankUnited

resident manager of the

owner of Mid-South Drug

offers educational programs

Investment Services, the

Jackson Lewis Memphis office,

Testing, received the Ruby R.

for students with dyslexia and

company's securities and

was named an "MBQ Player"

Wharton Outstanding Woman

the Southern Growth Studio, a

other learning disabilities.

investment sales division.

by Memphis Business Quarterly

Award in the business category.

brand marketing and product

magazine in its guide to the

The award recognizes women

innovation consultancy with

Katrina Jones (BBA) formed

on questions of foreign policy,

Marshall Talley (BBA) joined

area's movers and shakers in

offices in Oxford, Miss.,

Gelman & Jones, a law firm in

international security, trade

Paragon National Bank as

the employment law industry.

for their significant contributions
to the Memphis community. O

Memphis and Little Rock.

New York City. The firm focuses

and economic development,

on employment law, family law

immigration and other topics

and estate planning.

important to the Euro-Atlantic

senior credit officer and senior
vice president.

1986

William D. Domico (JD), a

John Norris (BBA, JD '95), a

1994

founding member of Domico

partner in the Jackson Lewis

Kirk Caraway (BA, JD '97), a

community. Roberson

Kyle, was certified as a medical

law firm, was named one of

partner with the law firm Allen,

concentrates her practice in civil

malpractice specialist.

the 'Top 40 Under 40" by the

Summers, Simpson, Lillie &

litigation matters.

Memphis Business Journal.
He handles state and federal

Gresham, was selected for the
second straight year as a "Mid-

lawsuits, arbitrations and

South Rising Star" by Law &

administrative claims regarding

Politics in the field of labor and

age, race, gender and other

employment law.

I•

Carla Yarbrough

of California, Riverside. She

harassment, as well as disability
accommodation issues.

is video/audio operations
manager at the University

Crystal Robbins

Philip J. Osteen (BS) became

had been teaching broadcast

Crystal Robbins (BFA), an actress

the first student to earn a

journalism and online news

and certified voice trainer at Santa

double PhD from the University

courses at California State

Monica College, will be teaching

of Denver by completing

University, Long Beach, and has

"Lessac For You, Developing the

doctorates in both social work

worked at WTNH-TV in New

Adolescent Actor" at Woodbury

(PhD) is associate vice president

Haven, Conn. She has her own

University in Burbank, Calif., this

of academic affairs at Utah

production company producing

Valley University. He served as

segments for television, short

academic dean at Texas A&M

films, documentaries and

University-Central Texas.

marketing presentations.

Dr. Mohammed A. El-Saidi

Dr. Mohammed A. El-Saidi

• Alumni Association Member
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types of discrimination or

(|P >

Carla Yarbrough (BA)

John Norris

Fellow for 2010. Fellows work

Phillip Tutor

and statistics. Osteen also

Phillip Tutor (BA) won

received master's degrees in

summer. Robbins directed A

the national Carmage Walls

social work and statistics from

Midsummer Nighfs Dream with

Commentary Award for

Denver. He is an assistant

children 9 to 14 years old after a

newspapers under 50,000

three-week Shakespeare camp

circulation. Tutor and two of

professor at the University of
Maryland School of Social Work.

at Woodbury, and is set to direct

his colleagues at The Anniston

Macbeth at the Shakespeare

(Ala.) Star collaborated on an

camp there this year.

editorial series that examined

THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

1995
Shannon Fristensky (MS) is

Hospital for Women.

named managing director at
Morgan Keegan & Company Inc.
Dusty Roser (BBA) earned
his Certified in Production
and Inventory Management
(CPIM) certificate from APICS,
Management. He is product

SPRING 2010

Your students reflect extremely well
on the University.

relations at Baptist Memorial

the Association for Operations
& Alumni Association Member

I'm glad you call me every year.

manager of physician and guest

Peter S. Knoop Jr. (BS) was

supply manager at the

Here's what some of
our alumni are saying
about the U of M
Phonathon Callers!

Thanks to student callers for their
commitment to the University.

Haven't received
your call?

Great to hear from students who
are excited to attend the U of M
and learn.

Make your Annual Gift
today prior to the end of the
fiscal year, June 30.

The young lady was an excellent
representative for the U of M —
/ enjoyed talking to her.

Visit WW\N.memphis.edu/
annualgiving.
For more information
contact Director of Annual
Giving, Marianne Minton, at
mrminton@memphis.edu or
901/678-3955.

THE UNIVERSITY OF

MEMPHIS
Dreamers. Thinkers. Doers.

1999

who with Kennith Freeman

2009

2001

2000

Steve Brigance (BSCE) joined

Gokben Yamandag (MBA)

performs as the Cox-Freeman

Askew Hargraves Harcourt

was promoted to director of

Duo, gave a recital at Emporia

& Associates as a project

digital strategy and marketing at

State University in Kansas. The

engineer.

archer>malmo.

duo performed at the Hawaii

Shannon Fagan (BFA) is

2002

president of the Stock Artists

Kevin Baskette (JD) joined the

Alliance for 2009-10. During

Thomason Hendrix law firm.

Music Educators Association
Conference in Honolulu in
February, where they also gave
a presentation based on Cox's
dissertation topic. The Cox-

his first year as president of the
SAA, Fagan led the organization

Lee Rudd (MBA) joined

to a successful merger with the

BancorpSouth as senior vice

world's largest photographic

president of its Premier Banking

organization, the Professional

Group.

Photographers of America.

Kyle Dickerson

2003
Amy Webb Martin (JD) of

Kyle Dickerson (JD) was

David McDowell (JD) has

The Landers Firm and Bobby

named a partner of the law

been named a member of

F. Martin Jr. (BA '94, JD

firm Sumrell, Sugg, Carmichael,

the law firm Gearhiser, Peters,

'98) of The Cochran Firm

Hicks & Hart of New Bern, N.C.

Lockaby, Cavett and Elliott of

Freeman Duo has been invited
to perform at the International
Taylor Webb

Society for Music Education

Joel D. Revalee

biennial conference in Beijing
Louise Chandler

in August. &

Matt Griffin (BA) was

Taylor Webb (BSCE) is a civil

Joel D. Revalee (BS) is a

promoted to assistant account

engineer intern with Pickering's

doctoral student in biophysics

Louise Chandler (JD) joined

executive at McNeely Pigott &

Memphis office.

at the University of Michigan

the HF Law Group as an

Julia M. Kavanagh (JD)

after earning a master's degree

associate attorney. She works

joined the law firm Baker,

Fox Public Relations in Nashville.
He has worked with clients such

2007

there in 2009. Since arriving

in the areas of personal injury,

Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell &

as Constellation Energy Projects

LaTricea Adams (BA)

at Michigan in 2007, he has

entertainment law, intellectual

Berkowitz. &

earned the Teacher of Honor

received a Regents Fellowship

property, medical malpractice
and commercial litigation. Hr

Chattanooga. He and his wife,

& Services, Hennessy Industries

Memphis Bar Association's

Wendy, live in Hixson, Tenn.,

Inc., Metro District Energy

designation in education, from

and a Graduate Research

Sam A. Myar Jr. Memorial

with their son, Graham.

System and Lilly USA.

Kappa Delta Pi International

Fellowship from the National

Honor Society. She is a

Science Foundation. While at

Peter Colin (BM) participated

Shakespeare Company's

Spanish teacher and head of

the U of M, he received the

in the 2009 World Association

production of A Midsummer

invited by The United States and

the Foreign Language/ELD

prestigious Barry M. Goldwater

of Symphonic Bands and

Night's Dream.

China Foundation to conduct a

Department at Cane Ridge

Scholarship for students

Ensembles inaugural Young

celebration concert at Lincoln

High School in Antioch, Tenn.

pursuing studies in math,

Conductors Mentorship Project

Joshua Pursley (BFA) joined

Center in New York City in

Adams is pursuing her EdD in

science and engineering.

held at the University of

Disciple Design as a graphic

October. Zhao is assistant dean

administration and supervision

Cincinnati College-Conservatory

designer. &

of the conducting department at

at Tennessee State University. &

of Music. Colin spent a

were jointly honored with the

Award. The award recognizes

2004

young attorneys who provide
outstanding legal service to the

Shon Johnson (JD), of Black

profession and the community.

McLaren Jones Ryland & Griffee,
was elected vice president/

Claire Robinson (BA) is

president-elect of the Young

co-hosting The Best Thing I Ever

Lawyers Division of the Memphis

Ate on the Food Network. &

Bar Association.

Are you
Irue
Blue?
Make
your gift
today!
www.
memphis.
edu/give.
htm
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Erin Allison Melton (JD)

Xiaoou Zhao (MM) was

Shanghai Conservatory of Music.

role of Puck in the Tennessee

week attending professional
Bryce W. Ashby (JD) returned

development clinics and

married Martin Flanagan

2006

to the Donati Law Firm after

studying with two mentor

Shea Jr. on May 15, 2009.

David Lisik (DMA) joined the

completing a federal district

conductors. He was one of

An attorney with Rainey, Kizer,

faculty of the New Zealand

court clerkship with Judge

only six participants selected

account manager with the

Reviere and Bell, she was

School of Music, where he

Bernice B. Donald.

from an international pool of

Memphis office of Technical

included in the 2009 Mid-South

teaches jazz composition,

Rising Stars list by Super Lawyers

arranging and theory. His

Darrell Cobbins (MBA),

choirs and assistant director of

magazine.

portfolio includes more than

founder and owner of Universal

bands at Munford High School.

200 works.

Commercial Real Estate, is

Zac McRae

Zac McRae (BBA) is an

Innovation, where he specializes
in corporate audio, visual and
videoconferencing integration.

Kyle M. Wiggins (JD), of Baker,

applicants. Colin is director of

the youngest board chair of

Sandra Cox (DMA) presented

Memphis Light, Gas & Water
Division.

her dissertation topic, an

Ayoka Pond (MA) is public

Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell &

Melissa Stephens (MA)

relations manager for Baptist

Berkowitz, was named president

teaches Spanish and serves

of the Young Lawyers Division of

as chair of the Department of

Ethan Wright (BSEE) joined

performance-related injuries

the Memphis Bar Association.

in woodwind musicians, at the
Tennessee Music Educators

Memorial Health Care.

Ethan Wright

Modern Foreign Languages at

Pickering's Memphis office as

Adrienne Timberlake (BA)

Mineral Area College in Park

an engineering intern.

was promoted to producer at

Hills, Mo. She will begin doctoral

archer>malmo.

2005
Amelia Byrd (BPS, BFA '07)
teaches dance at Colonial
Middle School.

Slade Kyle (BFA) played the

# Alumni Association Member

in-depth description of

Association in April. Cox,

Photos
submitted
to The
University
of Memphis
Magazine for
"Columns"
must meet
minimum print requirements.
Hard copy photography
should be no smaller than 2
x 3 and of original quality —
no color laser copies or inkjet
outputs, please. Electronic
files should be no smaller
than 600 x 900 pixels.
Contact Gabrielle Maxey
at gmaxey@memphis.edu
for more information.

studies in Spanish-American
literature at the University of
Missouri this fall.
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The University of Memphis Alumni Association expresses sympathy to the families and friends of the following individuals:

ALUMNI

(Listed alphabetically by graduation date)

1920s-30s
Marcella Claire Crump '37, Nov. '09

1940s-50s
Warren Boyd Jordan '41, Oct. 09
Rose Raisa Burson '42, '71, Dec. '09
Donald Richert Mason Jr. '47, Oct. 09
Rev. Robert Beaty '48, Dec. '09
James Perry Jamison '50, Feb. '10
Anne Coda Drake '51, Oct. '09
William Dean Gore '52, Oct. '09
Barbara Fay Thurman '52, Nov. '09
Milton Vesey Evans '53, Dec. 09
Robert Irl Hicks '53, Feb. '10
Harold S. Feder '54, Feb. '10
Anita Page Wichowsky '54, Oct. 09
Troy D. Bledso '55, Dec. 09
Roy Bryan Reeves '56, Sept. 09
Chris F. Arnoult Jr. '58, Jan. 10
Eula Duncan Barker '58, '60, Dec. 09
Carl A. Goolsby '58, '73, Feb. '10
Ernest Holt '58, '59, Oct. '09
Martha Jane Nolen '58, Jan. '10
John Shelton Wilder '58, Jan. '10
Raymond Edward Free Jr. '59, Oct. 09
William C. Goodman '59, Nov. 09

1960s-70s
James Russell Carruth '60, Jan. 10
Dr. John H. "Jack" DeBerry '60, Feb. '10
Hugh Tabor Blanton '61, Jan. '10
Sara Ann Cooley '61, Nov. '09
Edward Dale Harris '61, Feb. 10
Joseph Estes Franklin '62, '65, Feb. '10
Shirley M. Harper '62, '74, Feb. '10

Dixie Carter '63, April '10
Grace Elizabeth Prescott '63, Jan. '10
Henry Spence Dupree Jr. '64, Jan. 10
Caroline Kaye Lawler '65, '83, Jan. 10
Dr. Mary Ethel Freida Williams Martin '65, Dec 09
Minor Pete Rice Jr. '66, Nov. '09
E. James House Jr. '67, Dec. '09
Timothy Aloysius Ryan III '67, Dec. 09
Robert Richard Briggs '68, Nov. '09
Florida Adams Collins '68, Nov. 09
Henry H. Harpel Jr. '68, '69, Jan. 10
William Clay '69, Feb. 10
Willard Mathew Wilkins Jr. '69, Oct. '09
Kenneth Sanders '70, Jan. '10
Essie G. Shaw '70, Dec. '09
Thomas Eugene Stamper '70, Oct. '09
Robert P. Woodward '70, Oct. '09
Charles A. Adair '71, Dec. 09
Learah Boga Bufford '72, Nov. '09
David Allen Darnall '72, Oct. '09
Robert Thomas Franklin '72, Dec. '09
Joyce Barnett Hassell '72, Dec. '09
Franklin Lamar Robertson '72, Feb. '10
John Donnelly Gruber '73, Jan. '10
Roland Bob Wolle '73, Feb. '10
Becky Cook Betts '74, Nov. '09
Wesley Boie '74, Oct. '09
David Henry West '74, '76, Nov. '09
Thomas Wilber Kitchens '75, Feb. '10
Betty Graves Harrison '76, Nov. '09
David Eugene Teague '76, '88, Jan. '10
David Johnson '77, Jan. '10
Sally B. Sharp '77, Jan. '10
Dr. Fred Cox Wesberry '77, Dec. '09

1980s-90s
Dave Dermon III '84, Dec. '09
Dennis Minor Talbert Jr. '84, Jan. '10
Rodney Jones '86, Oct. '09

Edwin Smith '86, Jan. 10
Edward N. Gardner Jr. '87, Jan. '10
William G. Hatton '87, Nov. '09
Michael Wilkerson '87, Oct. '09
Jeffrey Don Craig '88, Nov. '09
Lewis Ben Colvin III '91, Dec. 09
Ellen Percy '91, Dec. '09
Kathleen M. Black '92, '95, Oct. 09
Jeffrey Lee Parchman '92, Feb. '10
Kelli Vincent Baker '96, Feb. '10
Michael Lee Davidson '96, 00, Dec. '09
Thomas Patrick Pierotti '96, Feb. '10
Jeanette Lee Brittenum Fields '97, Oct. '09

2000s
Stephanie Lynn Calvert 00, '04, Nov. '09
Lauren Anne Hesse 03, Jan. '10

FACULTY/STAFF

IMBA '98
University of Memphis Alumni Association
Joint Life Member with his wife, Isabel (MS '98, PhD '01)

Entrepreneur
Founder, Sunshine Enterprise, Inc.; a multinational
manufacturing and logistics network

Dr. Michael L. Daley, Feb. '10
Dr. Benjamin Hooks, April '10
Dana Kirk, Feb. '10
Dr. Michael Leff, Feb. '10
Robert Gary Loudon '73, Jan. '10
Dr. Lester Pourciau Jr., Nov. '09
Norman S. Trenk, Nov. '09

"2007 Executive of the Year" by the
^
Memphis Business Journal

FRIENDS

&
Wk

Clarence Day, Oct. '09
Peggy Duke Hilbun, Jan. '10
Nancy Tippitt Holmes, Feb. '10
Larry Lewis, Nov. '09
C. Edwin Pearson, Nov. '09
Mary Ann Harvey Smith, Nov. '09
Patricia June Rummel Svoboda, Nov. '09
Frederic Thesmar III, Nov. '09

Alumni Association
National Executive Board of Directors: Mark Long (BSEE '85), President; Allie Prescott (BA '69, JD '72), Vice President for Membership; Renee
DeGutis (BS '83), Vice President for Programs and Events; Paul Jewell (BA '78), Vice President for Communication; Kim Barnett (BA '95, EMBA '99),
Vice President for Finances; Martin Zummach (BA '85, JD '93), Past President; Deanie Parker (BPS '77, MPA '88); Terry Morris (BBA '91); Melinda
Edwards (BSEd '74, MPA '75); Corey Pettigrew (BSEd '00, BA '01, MA '05); Judge Butch Childers (BBA '71, JD '74); Jim Strickland (BBA '86, JD '89);
Anita Vaughn (BA '77, MPA '83); Mark Schuermann (BA '90); Cathy Ross (MBA '82); Wei Chen (IMBA '98); John Bobango (JD '83); David Kustoff
(BBA'89, JD'92)
Advisers to the Executive Director: John Lawrence (BS '70); Robert Wright (BS '77); John Koski (BA '88); Judge Diane Vescovo (JD '80V
Rob Evans (MBA '97)
Club and Chapter Presidents: Arts & Sciences: Eric Robertson (BA '03); AuSP: Melissa Meeks (MA '02); Band: Matt May (BM '02, JD '06); Business
& Economics: Jennifer Brereton (BBA '99); Education: Angela Macklin (MS '09); Engineering: Lindsey Waugh (BSME '04); Fraternity Alumni Advisory
Council: Danny Gargus (BBA '96V Half Century Club: J.B. 'Pappy" Latimer (BS '52); Journalism: Dan Hope (BA '94); Law: Richard Carter (JD '80);
Luther C. McClellan: Andrew Bailey (BBA '00, MBA '05); Master of Public Administration: Deborah Reed (BBA '01, MPA '02); Music Society: Tommie
Pardue (BSD '68, MM '71); Nursing: Jessica Edwards (BSN '02); Parents Club: Barbara Mayo; Student Ambassador Board: Denise Parnell (pursuing
degree); Theatre and Dance: Josie Helming (BFA '67); University of Memphis Association of Retirees: Susanne Darnell (MA '70); University College:
Dottie Spikner (BPS '95); Young Alumni Committee: Karimeh McDaniel (BA '02)
Out of Town Groups: Atlanta: Don Sparkman (BSEE '87); Austin: Northern Sherrod (BA '00); New England/Boston: Bob Canfield (BBA '59); Chicago
Erica Walker (BA '07); Dallas: Gary Crooms ('81); Denver: Jason Smiley (BS '98, MA '03); Eastern Pennsylvania: Connor Morganti (BA '96)' Houston:
Robert Stephens (BSEE '90); Lower Alabama: Robert Murphree (BBA 76); Nashville: Mike Dodd (JD '01); New Orleans/Baton Rouge: Steven
McCullar (BA '97); New York City: Janet Griffin (BS '95); Orlando: Katie Schwie Perrine (BA '98); San Antonio: Marcus Jones (BEE '01V St Louis:
Dennis Breakstone (BBA '92); Tampa: Bob Riggins (BBA '70, MS '80); Washington, D.C.: Terry Rhea (BA '00)
Alumni Staff: Executive Director of the U of M Alumni Association and Director of Alumni and Constituent Relations: Tammy Hedges; Assistant
Director: Lauren Isaacman (BA '01, MA '05); Alumni Coordinators: Joe Biggers, Shawn Carter (BA '92, MS '04), Chelsea Dubev Fanss Adams Ivev
1
(BBA '00), Ryan Jones (BA '05)
"
Alumni Administrative Staff: Jennah Marino (BA '08), Lyndsi Metz (BFA '07), Shanette Jenkins-Parks
Graduate Assistants: Alex Shipman (BA '07), Holly Snyder (BA '09)
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Awards include:
"2006 Executive of the Year" by BusinessTN magazine

Hk
HK

"2008 Entrepreneur of the Year" by the Fogelman
College of Business & Economics Alumni Chapter
"2008 Top Forty Under 40" by the
Memphis Business Journal

BECOME
AN ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION
MEMBER
TODAY.
Stay connected and network
with other graduates and friends
of our beloved University.
A single membership is only
$35 per year.
Visit memphis.edu/alumni
or call 901.678.ALUM.
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